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Former HUSA Official Charged
By Ruth L. Tisdale
Campus Editor
Almost four months after
last year's administration left
office, remnants of problems
remain.
Former Howard
University Student Association
(HUSA) financial advisor
J a'Ron Smith has been charged
with embezzling $4,000 from
the HUSA treasury to off set the
cost for campaign fliers,
posters, and door hangers.
According to Dean of
Student Activities Belinda
Watikins, the allegations of
embezzlement began in July

Ja'Ron Smith
2003 when Rhode Island
Avenue Printing sent invoices
to current HUSA president Dan
Blakemore asking for payment
for fliers that were printed in
March.
"When Dan [Blakemore]
saw the invoices, he asked the
printing company to send him

a copy of the printed material,
and the printing company sent
him a copy of Ja'Ron [Smith]
and Tarshima's [Williams]
posters," Watkins said.
Watkins said that it was
then that the current HUSA
administration filed a complaint with special student
services and the student judiciary board.
The fliers in question stem
from the HUSA presidential
campaign of Smith and
Tarshima Williams. Smith said
that it was during this time that
then HUSA chief of staff Jarvis
Houston began to use HUSA's
name to order fliers through
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ith Embezzlement

Jarvis Houston
Rhode Island Avenue Printing.
Smith said that he told
Houston after the first election
that he did not have any money
to pay for fliers, and Houston,
acting as the unofficial campaign manager, told him that
he would handle the situation.

"Without my knowledge,
Jarvis [Houston] ordered
fliers for me under HUSA's
name during the campaign,
but I didn't find out about it
until after the second election," Smith said.
Smith said that when he
went to the printer to pick up
the fliers, he noticed the price
of the order and the fact that
HUSA's name was used to
order the fliers.
" The first invoice that I
saw said that I owed $1,800,"
Smith said. " When I saw that
HUSA's name was on the flier, I
told the company that I didn't
want the fliers anymore and I

ranee a

told them to cancel the order,
but they said that they couldn't
cancel the order because they
had already started printing the
fliers."
Smith said that he told
Houston about the situation,
and Houston again said he
would take care of the situation, but never did.
However, Houston claimed
that he never used HUSA's
name to place an order for
Smith and Williams. Houston
believes that there was miscommunication within the

See CHARGED A 11
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A decorated wall now outlines the site where
the old Annex complex stood before it was
completely demolished over the summer.

Pavement now covers the once trash-littered,
unpaved Banneker parking lot on Sherman
Avenue adjacent to the Towers.

The new Student Health Center on 2139
Georgia Avenue opened its doors this summer.
Student still voice concerns about the size.
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The historic Ben's Chili Bowl on U Street celebrated its 45th anniversary August 23. The DC
land mark survived race riots and club nights.

Keon White, a students in Fine Arts died in a car
accident this summer. White will be most
remembered for his charismatic personality.

Lieberman Commemorates March on
Washington
demic officer, said that
Lieberman worked hard to
fight the injustices that plagued
the time.
" Lieberman fought hard to
knock down the barriers of
injustices and inequality,"
English said. " In 1963, he
joined thousands of civil rights
activists at the March on
Washington."

PHOTO BY MAUREEN TAYLOR

Joseph Lieberman speaks to students at Howard University about the 40th Anniversary
of the March on Washington.

the March on Washington,
democratic presidential candiBy Ruth L. Tisdale
date Joseph Lieberman spoke
Campus Editor
to student leaders and political
On the 40th anniversary of science students on his memoi

ries of the historic march.
In his introduction of
Lieberman, Richard English,
interim provost and chief aca-

Lieberman said that his
passion for civil rights began
with his knowledge of the Bible
and the constitution.
" During my lifetime the
denial of basic civil rights was

See LIEBERMAN A 11

Revelers commemorate the 30th Anniversary of
the ground-breaking march or Washington.
Howard representation was significant at both.

GSA Holds First
Meeting; Budget OK'd
By Corey Cunningham
Managing Editor
After a three-hour meeting, the General Assembly
officially approved the budget
and staff for the Howard
University
Student
Association
(HUSA)
on
Wednesday.
The meeting began with
the introduction of the directors of the Restoration staff,
as well the special assistants
to the president and vicepresident.
According to
HUSA Vice-President Faith
L. Walls, these members were
introduced first because they
were to the ones to be paid.
After the introduction of

the paid staff, the unpaid
staff introduced themselves
and
their
departments.
Departing
from
recent
trends, the General Assembly
approved the staff with little
questioning.
"I think that there is some
growth and maturity in the
General Assembly now," Arts
and Sciences Vice-President
Freeda Henry said.
Graduate
Student
Association
(GSA)
Coordinator, Anika SandyHanson echoed Henry's
thoughts.
" I think that the approval

See GSAA11
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HUSA
Informs
Students
of
Student
Government
Voices
&
Views
By Ruth L. Tisdale

How did you feel
about the registration process?

My registration process
has been the smoothest
.in fonr years, My move
in the the Towers was
unorganized and dramatic, but its Howard.

said." Unlike other administra- freshmen affairs department
Campus Editor
tions we hope to be able to have has planned many events, the
programs throughout the department is cautious of
exerting all of their energy in
In order to better acclimate school year for freshmen."
Walls said that this year's the beginning of the school
new, transfer and returning
students to student govern- freshmen class is a little shy year, and not having any proment, the Howard University and that HUSA wants to help grams at the end of the year.
HUSA officials said that
Student Association (HUSA) them come out of their shells.
"We have set up programs they also want to reach out to
administration has created two
new departments and created a that will introduce them [fresh- transfer students as well.
" Our freshmen coordinamen] to different aspects of
new booklet.
tor has been trying to reach out
HUSA Vice President Faith Howard," Walls said.
HUSA president Dan to undergraduate transfer stuL. Walls said that HUSA has
added a freshman affairs Blakemore said that he wanted dents," Walls said. " We want
department and graduate freshmen to know about vari- transfer students to be involved
affairs department as a way to ous volunteer opportunities at in Howard activities just like
everyone else."
ease students' transition to Howard and the D.C. area.
" We want freshmen to
" Our freshmen coordinaHoward life.
" We have hired a freshmen tor has planned a tour of D.C. know of the many volunteer
affairs coordinator to help to let freshmen know that there opportunities that HUSA has to
community
beyond offer," Blakemore said.
coordinate programs that will is
Blakemore said that he
help freshmen become better Howard," Blakemore said.
Walls said that while the wants the graduate coordinator
acclimated to Howard," Walls

to get three overrides

last year. It seems like
Howard really handled
bussiness this year.

Nwaji Jibunoh speaks to President Swygert at his
farewell party Thursday.

Registration was easy,
move in was a bunch of
crap in the Towers. I felt
it didn't move quick
enough.
JamilahArmstorchan,
Phocology, Junior

By Stephanie Crouch
Assistant to the Vice
Provost of Student Affairs
Nwaji Jibunoh resigned from
his position at the university
today to follow his dreams of
entering into politics in
Nigeria.
Jibunoh, a 2001 Howard
graduate, describes his decision to leave as one based on
an opportunity present to him
in his home country of Nigeria.
"I always planned on
returning to my home country
and my ultimate goal is to get
involved in the political arena
where I can make my contribution to the society," he said.
Jibunoh came to Howard

Hilltop Staff Writer

Christal Brooks,
Political
Science/Prelaw, Junior

PHOl'OS BY \t-\YA GILLIAM
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See HUSA page A3

in 1996 as a Business
"I serve as a liaison
Management major where he between the vice provost and
immediately became involved the five operations units within
in several organizations.
the division of student affairs,"
Upon his entrance into the Jibunoh said. "I also coordiuniversity, Jibunoh joined the nate special research programs
African Student Association on behalf of the vice provost."
and the International Student
Outside of his formal job
Association. He went on to be description, Jibunoh also concrowned both, Mr. School of siders himself a student advoBusiness and Mr. Howard con- cate.
secutively
and
currently
"As an advocate, I attempt
resides as the youngest Mr. to stay current with the changHoward ever.
In 1999, ing needs of the students," he
Jibunoh was appointed as said. "I work with all other
Cultural Affairs Director for offices that deal with student
the
Iloward
University organizations as well as advisStudent Association.
ing how to adhere to policy and
"Since I've been at
Howard, I have ultimately
See NWAJI A11
worked with every student
organization on campus,"

said. "The building itself is
decent. I didn't see any bugs
Contributing Writer
or anything,"
While the new health cenAfter almost thirty years
of residing in their temporary ter had already been prolocation, the Student Health posed, many students were
Center has moved to a new unaware of theii'"' sudden
location a block up from the move.
"I went to old health cenHoward University Bookstore
at 2139 Georgia Avenue. With ter while they were packing
its freshly painted walls and up, and asked where were they
new blue chairs and carpet, moving, but they just said
the modernized center pleases right off Georgia," junior psythe eye, but students feel the chology
major
Jasmine
size will not be able to accom- Gorhan said.
modate them.
Marvia Wedderburn, a
Freshmen business man- junior accounting major, had
agement
major
Charles no idea they moved.
Hatton had mixed feelings
"I heard about it, but didabout the new health center. n't know they actually moved,"
"It is nice and new looking," she said. "They really should
he said. "It is kind of small for have put signs up."
all the students that were
Psychology and pre-med
there that day. Some students major Michele Hall figured it
had to sit on the floor."
was a waste of a move. " I
But other students did not don't know why they wasted
feel the same way about its money moving to a equally
look. "I thought it was a tem- sized building when they
porary location," freshmen could use it to help build a new
biology major Carrie Jones dorm."

By Crystal Bell

Financial Woes: Students Forced to Put Classes on Hold
Charreah Jackson

"It was painstakingly
long. It took me three
honrs to get my room
assignment and an
additional five hours to
get my key. But this is
just another part of
Howard.

Jibunoh said.
Jibunoh's journey didn't
stop there. He was selected by
the university to recruit
prospective students and frequented Cincinnati, Charlotte,
Atlanta and Philadelphia.
"He's passionate about his
Alma Mater," long term friend
and
Associate
Director
Rasheem Rooke said. "The
average person is worried
about getting a degree and getting a job, but he's about make
the university a better place."
Jibunoh's love for the university is exactly what led him
back to the Mecca as the
Assistant to the Vice Provost of
Student Affairs in January of
2002.

Campus Editor

Brandon Johns,
Marketing, Junior

with the efforts of the HUSA
administration. Senior psychology major Marie Robertson
said that she is glad that a
HUSA administration has
taken. the initiative to have a
student government pages.
" So many times we elect
these people, but we Jon't hear
from them the whole year,"
Robertson said. "I think by
having this booklet it will hold
student leaders accountable
because people will know how
to contact them."
Some students, however,
are wary of trusting the promises of another HUSA administration. Senior marketing
major Michael Snow said that

Nwaji Jibunoh Leaves Howard Student Health
to Follow Dreams in Nigeria
Center Relocated

Japhon Dar, Poly Sci,
Junior

I had to get one override. It wasn't as hard
as previuos years. I had

to form a link with the
Graduate Student Assembly
(GSA) to be able to make
appearances at the different
graduate schools.
HUSA officials also plan to
produce a booklet called the
Student Government Pages,
which will list all student council officers and representatives
and their offices.
" We feel that it is important that students know who
their representative and elected
student officials are and where
they can be reached," Walls
said.
Blakemore said that HUSA
has to wait until after the
Special Elections in September
to be able to implement these
initiatives.
Most students are pleased

"Look to your left. Now look to
your right. One of these people
will not be here next semester," is a saying that many university professors utilize to
illustrate the realities of low
grades and flunkouts of college
students. However many
Howard students are currently
in danger of becoming that
missing student, not because
their academics are not up to
par, but problems with their
financial aid.
Howard University is
renowned for the incomparable education it offers its students--but this rich education
from a private institution
comes with a heavy price tag.
Inevitably, many students
must seek loans to finance
Howard's higher learning.
As this new school year begins,
longer than the cafeteria, student advisory center and even
the jump off social event, is
the line at the Financial Aid

office. Returning students are
welcomed back to school with
news that they cannot be validated until they are cleared
with financial aid.
"It's the same thing every year,
they (Office of Financial Aid)
do not process our financial
aid until we get here," said
senior broadcast journalism
major Christel! Lewis. Lewis is
one of the many students who
are missing the first few days
of class to see a financial aid
representative.
James Porte is a civil engineering major and a Legacy scholarship recipient. He is beginning his senior year by waiting
in front of the Office of
Financial Aid, as he tries to
discover why his scholarship
monies have not yet been
allotted to his account so he
can be validated. Although
Porte is missing class and is
experiencing a minor delay
with his scholarship, he
patiently waits and says,
"What more can they do? They
already have given me a schol-

arship."
Financial aid encompasses all
the monies awarded to students including all loans,
grants and scholarships.
Financial Aid works closely
with Student Financial
Services, which deals directly
with disbursing money to the
students' accounts. Often students will utilize Parent Loans,
which require parents to sign a
Promissory Note each year in
order for the funds to be
released and for students to be
validated.
Many students did not receive
Promissory Notes for the
2003-2004 school year, which
Student Financial Services disburses.
Diane Wyatt-Hammond,
Director of Student Financial
Services, stated, "The root of
the problem is students do not
read carefully. Most of the students who are now without
Promissory notes have either
incomplete files, the wrong
address on file, or did not follow all the steps correctly. The

The Hilltop

Students were faced with long lines as they tried
to clear up financial aid issues.

line outside of Financial Aid is
filled with many stude11ts who
should have been out there
last spring." Wyatt-Hammond
does admit that the United
States Department of
Education changed the promissory note forms, and the university could not mail outdated forms. Once the new forms
were received, they were

mailed to students, who had
requested them, at the beginning of August.
Students with financial aid
woes are experiencing much
stress as they try to clear for
validation. Any student not
validated as of Tuesday
evening, was purged of all
classes.
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March on Washington
Remembered 40 Years Later
By Melanie R. Holmes
Staff Writer
Aug. 28 marked the 40th
anniversary of what is considered to be one of the most
memorable demonstrations in
American history. On that date
in 1963, Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. delivered his infamous
"I Have a Dream" speech on the
steps of the Lincoln Memorial
in front of thousands of live
obseIVers and millions of tele• •
•
vision viewers.
A commemoration of this
event was held on August 23 yet
again at the Lincoln Memorial,
and Howard University students were there to do just that.
Headed by HU's chapter of
the NAACP, students began
arriving at the flag pole on the
main campus around 8:45 a.m.
to help out throughout the day.
According to the vice president of the chapter about
75
/
volunteers took the metro
down to the National Mall and
walked to the Lincoln Memorial
to stress political empowerment and register voters.
Groups other than HU students present at the Redeem
the Dream march included the
National Organization for
Women,
National
Urban
League, People for the

Fine Arts Student Killed in
Car Accident During Summer

American Way, the National amount of people showed up to
Coalition on Black Civic recognize the historical day
Participation,
gay
rights that took place in forty years
activists
and
more. ago, the excitement could still
Furthermore, the keynote be felt by the few thousands
speakers for the occasion were who did attend the rally.
Martin Luther King III, Rev.
"This is the second national
Jesse Jackson, Rev. Al expression of the new civil
Sharpton and Congressman rights movement," said Jodi
John Lewis of Georgia, who Masley, a national organizer of
addressed the spectators from B.A.M.N. "We're going to
around 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
declare our victory for affirmaAccording to Jackson, the tive action at the Supreme
main goals of the commemora- Court and make known that the
tion were simple.
civil rights movement is still
"We want to replace the alive, well, and strong."
hostile anti-civil rights Bush
Howard students were just
administration and regain the as enthusiastic about the comCongress and the Senate," he memoration and vow it is a day
said. "We can defeat George in their lives that they will
Bush. We, the people, have the never forget.
power to win."
"It was a day that allows us
Three teach-in sessions to relive the excitement, enerwere held prior to the speakers gy, and issues of segregation
in efforts to reinforce the mes- that plagued us in the past,"
sage Dr. King strived to get into said
senior
Deneyse
hearts and minds of America: Kirkpatrick, a public relations
civil rights, education and non- major and Texas native.
violence. Jackson urged listenSenior engineer major and
ers to not only take heed of the the NAACP political action
discussions, but to also take chair Micah Garrison agreed.
action.
"It was a momentous occa"The purpose of the work- sion and something you can tell
shops is to take the inspiration your kids about," he said.
of the day and to go back home
and do something about it,"
Jackson said.
Although not even half the

Walking Like A Lion, a collecBy Danielle Scruggs
tion of vignettes based on the
Assistant Campus Editor
unknown writings of Ntozake
Shange.
Keon White, a prolific
Joe Selmon, an associate
musical theater major who per- professor in the theater arts
formed with the Howard department has fond memories
Players died in a fatal automo- of White. "He was a great stubile accident at the end 'of the dent and an inspiration to his
2003 school year. He was peers," says Selmon. "He was
preparing to study acting over- tremendously talented in both
seas at Oxford University's musical theater and acting and
summer program at the time of was very committed. He was a
his death. He would have been delightful person, caring and
a senior this year.
concerned [about others]."
White starred in numerous
Senior Brandice Manuel, a
plays during his matriculation musical theater major shared
at Howard including The Piano several classes with White and
Lesson, Timbuktu, Mumia: A was a friend of his. She rememLiberating Prayer, Medea and bers him as "a ball of exciting
the
student
production energy."

"The energy he had was
just crazy and infectious," says
Manuel. If he told a joke you
had to laugh, even when he
wasn't trying to be funny. He
was a great artist, too. He could
act, he could sing and he drew
the most beautiful pictures."
Manuel also admired
White's "willingness to be himself, no matter what people had
to say about him or if they
thought he was weird. I want to
be on that level one day, to just
be myself and never compro. "
m1se.
The Howard Players are
planning a theatrical tribute to
Keon White later in the school
year.

HUSA Helps New Students at Howard ·
From HUSA page A2
he hopes that HUSA follows
through with their plan.
" I have been here four
years, and I have heard many
student leaders promise that

they will be more visible on
campus," Snow said. " I voted
for them in the last election
because of their platform, and I
hope that they follow through
with their promises."
Walls said that the days of

chaos and disorder are over
and that the Restoration
administration plans to fulfill
each promise.
"One of our campaign
promises was to restore order
and that is what we plan to do."

Budget meetings are Tuesday nights in the Hilltop office at 7 p.m.
Come lend your voice to Howard's student newspaper.

Is something broken in your room or around campus and you need it fixed? Go to
www.thehilltoponline.com and e-mail your complaints.
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Natural selection.
How smart is this: All the textbooks you need for up to 60% off retail prices. And all you have to
do is go to half.com and type in the book titles, or ISBN numbers. Then let nature take its course.
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Same textbooks. Smarter prices.
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Weekly Horoscopes
A11g.29- SeptA
I

Happy Birthday Virgos!

You are known for being
methodical as well as a perfectionist. This is definitely your
week to shine. Expect many
compliments from co-workers
and peers.
You are compatible with
Capricorn and Taurus. You are
least compatible with Aries
and Sagittarius.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.GOOGLE.COM

Rohypnol is a common drug used in date rape.

Famous Virgos:
Sean Connery:
(8/25/30)
Michael Jackson: (8/29/58)
Beyonce Knowles: (9/4/81)
Aries (Mar.21-Apr.19)
Someone will definitely try
your patience this week and
you are not the one to be
messed with. Speak with a
family member or friend who
may be able to give you some
good advice.
Taurus (Apr.20-May 19)
This week finds you feeling
impatient and stressed. Take
some time out to exercise and
pamper your self.
Gemini (May 20- June20)
Your
ruling
planet,
Mercury, deals with intellect
and communication. Therefore
you are a quick thinker and
learner. This week will be a
breeze for you.

Cancer (June 21-July21)
Your ruling planet, the
moon is associated with moods
and emotions. You find yourself deep in thought lately.
Money problems may arise
this week.
Leo (Aug. 23-Sept21)
Staying focused is hard for
you right now. You will attend
many social events this weekend and spend a lot of money.
You would rather look good no
matter how broke you are.
Libra (Sept.22-0ct.22)
You may find yourself in
he-say she-say drama by the
end of the week. Take time out
to be by yourself and think
things out.
Scorpio (Oct.23-Nov.21)
Scorpios are known for
being secretive and seductive
no matter how quiet some of
them may appear to be. This
will be a weekend full of pleasant surprises.
Sagittarius (Nov.21-Dec.20)
A good friend will put you
in check about your irrational
behavior lately. You are the
type of person who is open to
constructive criticism so things
will work out.
Capricorn (Dec.21-Jan.19)
Use your charm and good
sense of humor to get what you
want this week - it will definitely work. You are compatible with Virgo, Taurus and
Scorpio.
Aquarius (Jan.20-Feb.17)
You will feel relieved since
you have accomplished what
you've wanted. You will finally
be able to relax.
Pisces (Feb.18-Mar.20)
People born under the sign
of Pisces are usually calm but
cannot handle stress very well.
This will be your time to relax
since you've had a hectic week.
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rape, but he or she can take
precautionary measures to
By Niambi Wilder
reduce their risk. Being alert
Contributing Writer
and avoiding secluded areas is
recommended.
"Students need to send
Date rape or acquaintance
rape is defined as being forced very clear and very consistent
to have sex against your own messages to their partners,"
will by someone you know is a said Carolyn R. Goode, Ph.D.,
serious issue especially on col- Assistant Director for Health
at
Howard
lege campuses. While most Education
rape victims are women, men University. Chonda Walden, a
are also at risk.
Health Educator in the
The motives behind date Student Health Education
rape vary from case to case, Department says having combut according to Jasmyn mon sense is key.
Bowden, a senior political sci"Have some basic rules.
ence major and a former peer Always let somebody know
educator for the D.C. Rape where you are," said Walden.
Crisis Center, the driving force
Avoiding alcohol and
behind rape is the desire to drugs altogether is recomfeel powerful.
mended but should you
"Rape is about power, not choose to drink, limit your
sex," she said.
consumption, do not accept
One cannot prevent date an open drink, avoid punch

bowls and never under any
circumstances leave your
drink unattended.
Aside from alcohol, many
other substances, commonly
called "date rape drugs," are
gaining momentum. Two of
the most popular are Gamma
Hydroxybutyrate (GHB) or
"Liquid
Ecstasy,"
and
Rohypnol or "Roofies." These
colorless, odorless and tasteless drugs make even water
left unattended dangerous.
Their effects include
impaired judgment, dizziness,
drowsiness, memory loss and
even loss of consciousness
when mixed with alcohol. As a
result, the individual is at a
greater risk for sexual assault
when under the influence of
these substances.
If someone attempts to
sexually assault you, "speak
loudly," suggests Bowden.
"He is trying to be inconspicuous so expose him. Make his
advances known."
If you have been sexually
assaulted, it is imperative that
you take action.
"First, don't be ashamed
and do not fault yourself,"
Walden states. "It is not your
fault. No means no." Go to a
safe place. Call the police
immediately."
Officials will take you to
the hospital, where you can
receive all the medical attention necessary to not only
ensure your health but also to
gather evidence to prosecute
the perpetrator.
In order to do so, however, it is important that you do
not shower, drink, eat, brush

BOOKREVIEW

In the book, Howard is
referred to as "The Ebony
Tower," also known as the
Mecca of black education.
Many of the alumni Willie
interviewed stated that
besides the imperfections of
black colleges, they continue
to reach out to disadvantaged minorities while offering a setting of black consciousness and expressions
of racial pride.
There is the expectation
of becoming successful
because of the positive environment and the support
systems of other black students and professors.
Acting Black: College,
Identity
and
the
Performance of Race is the
dissertation
of
Sarah
Susannah Willie who was
working on her Ph.D. at an
undisclosed university.
The focal point of the
book was the comparison
and contrast of students'
experiences who attended
Historically Black Colleges
and Universities and students who attended majority
schools. Howard University
and Northwestern University
were the two major institutions that were the main
focus.
The dissertation proposed an investigation of
students in the period
between 1960, during the
Civil Rights era, and 1980,
directly after the "black is

~- 84 percent of rape
survivors know their
attacker.

POETRY CORNER

Acting Black: College, Identi
and the Per ormance o Race
By Kristen Moore
Contributing Writer

your teeth, douche or change appointment or on designated
your clothes. Write down walk-in days: Mondays and
everything you remember in Thursdays from 10:00 a.m. to
detail and follow up with 2:00 p.m. and Wednesdays
police. Though not required, it from 1:00 - 4:00 p.m. To find
is highly recommended that out more, call 202-806-6870.
you press charges against the
The D.C. Ra'.)e Crisis
assailant to prevent him from Center is also a private, nonvictimizing someone else.
profit organization that offers
Getting counseling is also free counseling 24 hours a day
suggested and there are sever- at 202-333-RAPE. For more
al places both on campus and information about date rape
off campus that exist to aid in or any other health issues,
your healing process while visit the Howard University
keeping your information con- Health Center at 2139 Georgia
Avenue, 2nd floor.
fidential.
The Howard University
Counseling Service offers its
services to students by

beautiful" era.
The book holds short
interviews with affluent
Blacks who attended both
Howard and Northwestern
Universities. The alumni
touch on the positive and
negative outcomes of going
to both institutions.
Many Howard alumni
mention all of the positive
outcomes of going to a black
college but there was also
some negative feedback.
Many discussed that the
neighborhood Howard is
located in and how the people that occupy the neighborhood perceive Howard students.
The alumni discussed
how unsafe the neighborhood was after hours and
how the local inhabitants
thought of Howard students
as snobs who supposedly
"act white" as if "acting
black," hence the name of the
book, would be not attending
college.
Also, the alumni mentioned how the administration also thought of the students as spoiled snobs and
the administration didn't do
a proficient job of keeping
student records and financial
status.
Northwestern
University,
located
in
Evanston, Illinois, is referred
to as The Ivory Tower in the
book.
The black alumni stated
that because there were very
few blacks at Northwestern,
they were unified because

they could relate to one
another at a specific comfort
level.
Also, some blacks who
attend majority schools work
better in a majority setting
oecause they have a chance
to prove and break stereotypes of blacks being intellectually inferior.
Majority schools also
offer blacks students more
scholarship money than
black schools do.
The
blacks
at
Northwestern also were confronted with many racially
motivated encounters. Some
were looked at as being a
token Affirmative Action
minority and took a spot
from an intelligent white student that didn't get admitted
and some were even targets
of hate crimes.
Also,
many
blacks
believe that going to a majority institution opens up
doors to the corporate world,
but in reality, many businesses target black colleges
just as much as majority colleges.
The book elaborates
more on topics of alumni
from both universities.
Although
the
book
touched on some excellent
topics, it could h.ave incorporated other universities within the interview because
there are different experiences at different colleges
whether it be a black college
or a majority college.
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SUCCESS
To laugh often and much;
To win the respect of intelligent people and the affection of children;
To earn the appreciation of honest
critics and endure the betrayal of
false friends;
To appreciate beauty,
To find the best in others,
To leave the world a bit better,
whether by a healthy child, a garden patch or a redeemed social
condition;
To know even one life has breathed
easier because you have lived.
This is to have succeeded.

by Ralph Waldo Emerson
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'
aking Time for Yourself Incense: Finding the source
o the scent

By Kaneicia M. Brown
Contributing Writer

While some students are
still in summertime hang-out
mode, other students like junior sociology major Kendrick
Brunson say they plan on managing their time in school more
effectively.
"Between school and football practice, it's hard to make
free time because we practice
long hours and have little time
for anything else," said
Brunson. "Scheduling between
practice and classes is tight,
because I have to find time to
eat and take care of other things
concerning school. Any free
time I get, I use it to relax.
Showering, eating and sleeping
are things I enjoy when I get the
chance."

Lindell "Lin" Cooks, a junior whose major is undecided,
is involved in multiple activities
that always keep him busy. As
an officer for the Christian
Brothers United, a Rankin
Chapel Assistant and a student,
he says that time management
is key.
"I prioritize my day and set
aside time to relax at the end of
my day," he said. "The main
thing is to get enough sleep and
food. Whatever time is left over,
I like to hang out with my
friends."
Inika Harley, a senior
broadcast journalism major,
went from two part-time jobs to
one at the start of school. She
says she takes time on the
weekend to go to the movies,

parks and dances with friends,
and devotes time to herself.
Stacey L. Jackson, a Ph.D.
and senior counselor in the
University Counseling Center,
agrees to the idea of balancing
time wisely. Jackson suggests
creating a "daily activity log."
The log will be able to show you
where you are spending too
much or too little time on activities in your day. Then, you may
be able to decrease time spent
in areas less important, and
make more time for things such
as studying, family, work, and
social outlets.
Using the log, you can also
figure out a schedule that will
work for you. If you find you are
more alert in the morning, you
can schedule most of your
heavier obligations in that time
period, and use your evenings
for other issues, such as call
backs. Design an agenda that
fits your needs and if you don't
stick to it right away, don't get
discouraged. It may cause you
to give up on scheduling. Try to
be flexible just in case you may
need to make some adjustments (if necessary).
Reward yourself for sticking to your schedule by watching your favorite television program after studying for two
hours or going out with some
friends.
Monitor procrastination,
setting realistic goals (divide
into doable blocks so that success can be obtained), and
using "hidden time" (i.e., riding
the metro, waiting at a hair or
doctor's appointment) to do

By Samia Brown
Contributing Writer
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Busy Howard student has to
walk to class and take care
of his business all at the
same time.

light studying is a great way to
utilize time.
Most importantly, Jackson
says you may want to "carve out
time for self care" everyday.
Some examples are reading, listening to music, spiritual activities, meditating, exercising
and spending quite time to oneself.
"Pay attention to your own
styles and needs, because what
may help someone else to relax
may not help you to relax," she
said.
The University Counseling
center is open for students who
would like help with time management, and workshops are
offered on time and stress management in the dorms.

Derived from the latin verb
"incindere," which means "to
burn," incense can be classified
as an herb that is used for religious, medicinal and relaxation
purposes.
Candles were originally
made to provide light in times
of darkness. When electricity
came into place, candles were
used more for aesthetic purposes. Generally, candles are
used for decorating homes,
providing relaxation and they
even set the pace for romance.
In many countries, candles
were comprised of ingredients
such as palm oil, olive oil and
coconut (just to name a few).
Some of the first candles
were made out of a substance
called tallow. Paraffin became
the main ingredient in the early
1800s. Today, the most widely
used ingredient to create candles is soybean wax. Soybean
wax does not contain toxins or
smoke and it lasts longer while
burning. Burning incense goes
back to the earth's ancient civilizations and is popular for its
tranquil affect when used.
The ancient Egyptians used
incense as a form of worship in
their rituals and also used
incense to drive away evil spirits. The Buddhism religion uses
incense for uplifting the mind
in stressful situations. And in
the Christian religion, frankin-

cense, myrrh and gold were
presented as gifts when Jesus
was born.
Over the years, the purpose
has expanded as many people
(including college students)
use incense and candles for
coping mechanisms.
Ben Tsedek, store manager
and cashier of Everlasting Life
located on Georgia Ave., says
most of his customers are
males.
"Mostly brothers buy them,
but sisters aren't far behindtruthfully I don't know why,"
said Tsedek.
Fellow employee, also
manager, Onam Ben Israel
expressed a different experience.
"Mostly brothers buy them,
but females are more concerned with atmosphere, it's a
subtle thing," said Israel.
Senior film major "K.J."
says he uses incense to enhance
the ambience of his room as
well as to feel good.
"It should be used to set the
mood for a night of success,"
said K.J.
From the temples of the
Buddhist religion, the churches
of Christians to the tombs of
Egyptian gods and college campuses, the main use of incense
and candles hasn't really
changed.
A senior biology major who
wishes to remain anonymous
says she doesn't care too much
for incense and candles.

"I can deal with candles for
decorating a room or something but incense does nothing
for me. I believe if someone
wants to be stress free they
should exercise or listen to
some music but everyone is different that's just how I feel."
Aside from its rich history,
incense has a variety of aromas
whether it be jasmine, sandalwood or tuberose. Each fragrance gives off its own vibe to
fit the mood.
The strawberry scent gives
off a summertime vibe, while
the patchouli blend is used
more during the winter for the
home. Herbal incense (like
other natural incense) cannot
be smelled until it is burned.
Freshman
psychology
major, Melina Willoughby says
the burning of incense has a
rich history and even today is
an effective method for stress
relief.
"The burning of incense
helps bring peace of mind
along with a beautiful fragrance of bliss."

Long Distance Relationships: ls it Worth it?
falling into the "I don't care"
mentality, which eventually
leads to the person becoming a
heartbreaker. To deal with the
pain of rejection, one may
become involved with multiple
partners. Peers usually glorify
this mentality, and props are
given for being a P.I.M.P.
Students who do believe in
true love view long distance
relationships
differently.
Sophomore child development
major Sherri Frierson has been
involved in a long distance relationship for one year and three
months.
•
"Your relationship will be
what you want it to be," said
•Frierson. "Most that haven't
cheated will not cheat, it's
about being true to yourself."
Some students, like senior
broadcast journalism major
Larry Brown, can empathize
with the relationships of their
PHOTO BY FEMIAUDIFFEREN
peers. "The majority of long
A Howard student uses her cell phone to keep up with her
distance relationships do not
friends.
tend to work," said Brown.
committed relationship would "Most college students try to
By Breea Charles
escape love's wrath by avoiding
stunt their growth.
Contributing Writer
The effects of long distance their true feelings. If one canJuggling a relationship, relationships can be reflected not be open and honest to their
academics and a social life are in school performance and the self, then that person can't be
just some of the many chal- health of a college student. honest to others."
Sophomore business marlenges that college folks go Negative effects can range from
through. New people are met loss of appetite, weight gain, keting major Tiffany Payton
and opportunities become upset stomach, headache, says long distance relationships
takes a lot of thinking through.
available as insecurities arise. depression, and even death.
"Long distance relationThe positive outcome can
As a result, one party in the
relationship is left with the con- mean a lifelong partner and ships take a lot of commitment
stant question, "Is the long dis- friend. The distance takes away and maturity. If you know you
tance relationship worth the a lot of distraction, and gives are not mentally ready for a
both parties the opportunity to relationship, the life expectanheadache?"
Women's health professor focus on what really matters. cy of a potential love is slim to
Autumn Saxton-Ross says that Humans thrive on physical as none," she said. "Most people
college is not the best place for well as mental stimulation. mistake love for lust. If the love
long distance couples. "Long This transition from seeing that you planted at hon1e is rich in
distance relationships don't special someone everyday to soil then you can afford to
work because college is a time not seeing them at all is a big move away self-assured that
to experience new things. It's a adjustment. This transition what you have pla11ted will
time to stop dwelling on the leaves most people lonely and grow and blossom into somepast, and by holding on it's depressed. To fill this emotion- thing beautiful."
Junior communications
al and physical void n1any stuhard to get a new jumpstart."
College is a time for men- dents react in positive and neg- major (what is the real title of
the major?) Nile Ivy agrees.
tal, physical, emotional, and ative ways.
"If the love is strong, it will
Those who react negatively
social growth. Most college students feel being dedicated to a often become emotionless, outlast anything."
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In May, Howard Universi received a so . are grant from
Microsoft with a potential value of 19 .5 million. NOW that
so . are is available to Howard students, tacul and staff.
MSDN Academic Alliance software can be picked up NOW
from the iLab Help Desk.
OR
Beginning the week of September 15, 2003, ISAS will visit each
residence hall to provide the so are applications.
While the so are accessed through MSDN Academic Alliance
promises to be of particular value to those in the health, sciences,
engineering, and information systems depat ·- ents, it will be useful
to all disciplines in helping to meet academic requirements.
It includes access to a varie of Microsoft so are, such as Visual
Studio . T Academic Edition, Windows , and all other
Windows operating systems, Windows Server 2003, Microsoft

maximizing its use, contact Clint Walker at 806-0660.
A6
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Restaurant Survives Through Economic Changes
By Chizoba Udeorji
Contributing Writer
Wedged between the
grand Lincoln Theatre and a
modest Chinese restaurant lies
a charming little diner that is
as appealing to the eyes as the
food it serves , which has been
keeping U Street happy and
hearty for almost five decades.
Ben's Chili Bowl is one of
the few businesses that have
withstood the test of time.
Considered a nationally
recognized Washington, D.C
landmark, many famous icons
have eaten on its counters. The
diner's celebrities range from
Photo by Femi Audifferen
actor/comedian Bill Cosby,
who visited the restaurant last Ben's Chili Bowl, located on U St., recently celebrated 45 years of business.
weekend, to producer/rapper
Dr. Dre. Reflecting upon the rich culture and black renais- riots following the assassina- of the Metro Green Line, made
turbulent history of U Street, sance appeal.
tion of Dr. Martin Luther Ki11g. access to the business very difone can only wonder how this
However, those who do
Ali describes the times as ficult.
quaint, so's style diner contin- also remember the family vibe stressful and unstable.
Tijuana Washington, a
ues to grow with time.
that came with eating at Ben's.
"It was already difficult for long time customer of the
One
afternoon
with
"I've been going there black businesses at that time. diner, experienced life around
Virginia Ali, who co-owns the almost all my life," said Randy We couldn't get loans the way U Street during those times. "I
diner with her husband Ben Evans, a long time patron of that other business could, so lived around here, and I used
Ali, could easily answer this the restaurant. "You can't walk we had to find other ways to to come to U Street for all the
question. Even with the restau- up U Street without seeing keep the business alive." The wrong reasons, so I know for a
rant's established success, Ali someone you know. Going to uncertainty was not short fact this wasn't a place most
still remembers how difficult
and stressful the first few years
were.

The restaurant's location
definitely helped the business
stand on its feet. "We were fortunate to open the day that an
Elks convention was held in
the area," said Ali. "Back in
those days, most parades or
large organized events that
took place in the area happened on or near U Street, so it
brought us customers."
Very few people can recall
U Street back then, when the
area was well known for its

''Going to Ben's is like going to a
friends house.''
- Randy Evans, a long time customer of Ben's Chili Bowl
Ben's is like going to a friend's
house."

While those times are
memorable, they quickly
became nostalgic due to the

lived, and the area has never
fully recovered.
After the riots, U Street
became a drug-infested area
that, coupled with the building

people wanted to hang
arou11d," she said. "But I know
Ben's always had customers.
People who worked or just
people from the block."

Many businesses folded,
but because Ben's had an
established reputation and
loyal customers, they were able
to keep the business afloat. Ali
believes the customers are the
real reason Ben's Chili Bowl is
a success today.
"For example, Peaches is a
friend and an employee who
has been with us for 26
years ... these people are our
friends and our extended family." said Ali. "They came here
when there was nothing
around. They've made Ben's
the comfortable environment

By Ashley Kelly
Business Editor

The environment is such
an inviting one that the average customer is changing as
well. The process of gentrification has brought on an influx
of wealthy and well-to-do people. Now, on any given day,
one can expect to see a group
of white people eating and fraternizing across the table from
older black patrons or young
couples looking for a quick bite
to eat.
While gentrification may
not sit well with some of the
locals, Ali feels that it has
helped the business. "Change
is inevitable, and it's good for
business," she said. "It's nice to
see all kinds of people enjoying
what we have here."
The growing success is
much deserved, and the 45th
anniversary celebrated on
August 23rd was only one of
the diner's many milestones.
Ali's advice for anyone looking
to start a business is simple:
"Have a passion for what you
want to do. Find a good location and research your type of
business. Be prepared for the
best and worst times."

While lounging on the
lawn, soaking up the sun
rays, many Howard students
dream of someday owning a
record label. They envision a
lifestyle fully equipped with
24-hour limousine service
accompanied by VIP passes
to everything.
But others do more than
dream ... they make moves.
Make
Moves
Entertainment is a record
label founded in February of
2003 by freshman Tommy
Nickels. Nickels, who is no
longer a student at Howard,
passed the torch to sophomore RTVF major Devaughn
Venable in June.
Recently the record label
changed its' name from Make
Moves Entertainment to
Sleepless
Niles
Entertainment.
"We started SNE with the
vision of building a company
and being successful at it, "
said Venable, who serves as
the company's CEO and president.
Before SNE became a
record label, the company
hosted poetry nights at
Carver Hall.
Originally
expecting
about 50 people to show, the
organizers were surprised to
find the lobby of Carver leaking with an audience of about
300.
"This was the first showcase that made us think
about starting a record
label," said Venable. "The
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the label's first artist. But
she does not only sing, she
also raps. Blackmon, whose
voice Venable compares to
Lauren Hill's, has been performing since childhood.
Georgia Avenue Day and
the
B&K
Productions
Showcase are two of her
biggest performances, but
not her only.
She also rapped on
93.9's "Live Squad," where
Blackmon said she became
popular among the station's
listeners.
Although Blackmon is
SNE's first artist, this is not
the first record label that has
found something special
about Blackmon's voice.
Blackmon, who was previously signed with Night
Line Recording for three and
a half years, left because of
the company's lack of effort
towards her album.
"They just didn't push it
enough," said Blackmon.
"I believe in what SNE is
do,"
said
trying
to
Blackmon. "I see longevity
in the works."

sation."

SNE is a company that
targets all genres of music.
"If you have talent, that's
what we're looking for," said
Venable.
A native of Washington,
DC, Venable has wanted to
work in the music business
since he was a child. Giving
up his dream to one day
become a famous rap artist,
Venable is now solely
focused on getting SNE to
the top.
"I want to turn a no name
company into a big name
company," said Venable. "
This is something that I live
for."

Currently, there are 25
Howard students who comprise the company's three
teams: public relations, artist
& recording and marketing &
promotions.
The marketing & promotions team uses an acronym
to keep motivation flowing
through the veins of its staff.
MEGA, which stands for
Making
Every
Goal
Attainable, is the team's
motto, said sophomore RTVF
major Jenna Wiggins, the
team's manager.
SNE holds board meetings every week and all mem.bers are expected to wear
business attire.
" You must represent
yourself as if you are a part of
a company, " said Venable,
who stresses the importance
of professionalism within the
company at all times.
Raven Blackmon, whose
stage name is, "Verbal," is

Credit Cards
Should Not
Be Used As
Tools to Floss

that it is now."

Students Plan Bright Future for Record Label
idea just came up in conver-

Money Matters

''/ want to turn a no name company into a
big name company... This is something that I
live for.''
- Devaughn Venable, CEO of SNE

By Ashley Kelly
Business Editor
Gucci, Prada, Sean John,
Louis Vuitton and Rocawear
all decorate the backs of
Howard's finest. You may
even be wearing one of these
name brands now as you read
this column, either in its'
authentic or knockoff form.
Whatever the case may
be, your expensive lifestyle
can permanently damage
your credit.
83 percent of undergraduate students have at least
one credit card, according to
a survey done by Nellie Mae,
a provider of student loans.
This same study shows that
the average credit card balance of a college student is
$2,327.
I found this evidence surprising at first, but later realized that I could find evidence of this ruthless spending in front of me everyday.
Anyone who attends Howard
knows that a fashion show
takes place in every building,
on every sidewalk, step, and
patch of grass.
Don't get me wrong;
there is nothing wrong with
walking down the runway to
Blackburn in style, but make
sure you have the means to
support your attire.
"It is important that a
perso11 can pay their balance
in full," said
Karen
Breimhurst, a loan officer at
Young Americans Center for
Financial Education. YACFE
is a bank for people under 22,
whose focus is to teach young
adults to use credit responsibly. Putting off paying a credit card bill will only push you
deeper into debt.
It's not as though those
$150 Nine West boots are
going to pay for themselves,
ladies. And fellas, that $200
throwback jersey is not going
to show up at the end of the
month in a nicely sealed
envelope from VISA.
The key to having good
credit is thinking about the
consequences of your purchases. Establish a budget
and stick to it. If you make
$200 every two weeks, it just
doesn't make sense to charge
over $400 worth of merchandise a month.
Wake up people.
Since most of us are at
Howard University to learn
how to become better
thinkers, we should not just
practice this inside the classroom, but also inside the
mall ..
On the other hand, credit
cards are not always bad
tools, as they do serve an
important purpose. The plastic objects enable you to
make quick purchases for
emergencies, and also help to
prepare you for the future. A
good credit score at the end
of your college career will
make it easier for you to purchase
a
car
and/ or
house ...but a bad one will do
just the opposite.
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Briefly
SAT Math
Scores Rise
LA Times - SAT math
scores for college-bound
Californians and students
across the country this year
climbed to the highest levels in
more than three decades and
average verbal results were the
best since the late 1980s, the
College
Board
reported
Tuesday.
The overall improvement,
however, masked a widening
gap between the genders and
among ethnic groups. Men
enjoyed bigger gains than
women, and Asian Americans
and whites pulled further
ahead of blacks and Latinos.
Natiorially,
averages
climbed three points on both
sections of the test, bringing
the levels to 519 for math and
507 for verbal. California students also averaged 519 in
math, up two points from the
year before. But the state's
average in the verbal section
was 499, a three-point
improvement from 2002.

Record
Red Ink
Projected for
2004
LA Times - Despite recent
signs of an improving econo-

my, the federal budget's outlook has "deteriorated substantially" in the last six months,
and a record deficit of at least
$480 billion is projected for

oe:

By Sean Jackman

a needle in
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a

haystack."
T h e
virus does
not seem to
be destructive
to
machines,
though it
may only
be a matter
of
time
before
someone
e I s e
exploits the
hole with a
destructive
worm.
I
t
slows down
t
h
e
Internet
connection
as it hogs
bandwidth
searching
for other
machines.
It
also
c a u s e s

A new worm has spread its way
through the internet, despite the warnings and alerts issued by security
experts, the Department of Homeland
Security and Microsoft.
The worm, which appeared Aug. 12,
has been dubbed "LovSan," "MSB!aster"
or simply "Blaster" and does not spread
through email.
Once it infects a machine, it begins
to scan the internet for other vulnerable
targets. Once it locates a susceptible
machine, it spawns a shell on TCP port
4444, installs the Trivial File Transfer
Protocol (TFTP) and downloads itself
through TFTP.
The worm exploits a flaw in a
Windows feature for sharing data files
across computer networks.
The flaw is present in all versions of
Windows, but the worm is written to
target the newer versions, Windows
2000 andXP.
Last Stage of Delirium, a Polish
security group, discovered and reported
the problem in July. Microsoft then
acknowledged the flaw and supplied a
patch for vulnerable systems in a security bulletin on July 16.
Dozens of bulletins and alerts have
s o m e
gone out since from Microsoft and other
machines
security experts about the worm.
to crash or
Despite this warning, reports show
shut down
over 300,000 home users have been
Photo Illustration by Shani 0. Hilton soon after
•
infected. This is mainly because many The MSBlaster computer virus infects computers with
restarting.
people did not install the patch, either Windows XP and 2000 operating systems.
T h e
fearing that the security pop-ups were
worm also
attempts to hack their machine or
leaves
Frankson was unimpressed with the
unable to find comprehensible removal patch offered by Microsoft.
instructions for infected machines to
instructions.
"It is consistent with [Microsoft's] launch a Denial of Service (DOS) attack
Michael Frankson, a graduate from mediocre precedent of leaving the caulk on Microsoft's website, an attempt to
the University of Richmond in psychol- for a leaky OS [operating system] deep disrupt the downloading of security
ogy, was filling in for the administrative within the bowels of a confusing sup- patches.
assistant at a law office when MSB!aster port structure for the consumer to
The worm also contained the folhit it. He ended up having to clean it off search after, much akin to trying to find lowing text within its code, "I just want
several machines at the office.
to say LOVE YOU SAN!! Billy Gates why

do you make this possible? Stop making
money and fix your software!!" which
faults Microsoft chairman Bill Gates for
the flaw and earned it the name LovSan.
Even as this worm has been slowing
down, another worm was discovered
this week which uses the same exploit.
Dubbed "WORM MSBLAST.D,"
the beneficial worm first attempts to
remove the MSB!aster worm, then
attempts to download and install the
patch against the vulnerability that
MSBlaster exploited.
It then reboots the machine and
checks for other vulnerable machines ·to
patch. It propagates in the same way
that MSB!aster did, through network
connections instead of email.
The worm contains the following
text, "... Notice: 2004 will remove
myself :-) sorry ... ", and experts have
agreed that the worm will remove itself
from infected machines by early 2004.
While security experts are not too
amused with the helpful nature of the
worm, many users welcomed it.
Jeff Godel!, the network administrator for the Microsoft warning of
MSB!aster, said, "I actually had one of
our secretaries tell me today ... that
she'd rather let the new worm fix her
home machine than to 'have to fuss with
all this security stuff."'
Peter Chang, a computer science
major at Howard was not impressed
with the sudden wave of worms.
"I think Norton and McAfee paid
people to make the worms so that people would subscribe," Chang said.
"I'm sure they got a couple million
more subscribers," he added. "I myself
had to visit the websites a few times
each because I needed to update and
their updaters weren't working. Of
course they used the chance to suggest I
renew my subscription. So they are
probably smiling all the way to the
bank."

:i~~:- ~~~~~~:~~in~t n;:r:~ Tensions Rem ai n Hi
Office.
The deficit will grow even
larger, the CBO said in a report
released Tuesday, if Congress
enacts a prescription-drug
benefit under Medicare, makes
permanent a raft of tax cuts.
Those initiatives could add
$5 trillion or more to the deficit
over the next decade, the
report estimated.
Douglas Holtz-Eakin, the
budget office's director, said
there is no sign the burgeoning
deficit has hurt the economy.

Couple accused
of caging
5-year-old sons
PHOENIX, Arizona (AP) A couple was arrested on child
abuse charges for allegedly
keeping their 5-year-old twin
sons locked in makeshift cages
for nearly 20 hours a day.
Police found the boys
Saturday after an older brother
told an officer about the
squalid living conditions.
When police arrived at the
home, they found the children
inside two cribs that had been
wired together and sealed by
plastic crates. Roaches filled
the cages, which contained a
blanket and small mattress
stained with feces and urine.
Louis
and
Estelvina
Rodriguez of Phoenix were
arrested on suspicion of child
abuse.
The twins, who police said
appeared to be healthy and
well-fed, were placed in state
custody, as was their 8-yearold brother, who neighbors
said enjoyed more freedom.
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By Naeesa Aziz

ential aid groups such as the World
Contributing Writer
Bank and the International Monetary
Fund announced they would withdraw
After the formal close of the war in staff from Iraq. The most recent group
Iraq on May 1, violence, confusion and to join that list is the Red Cross, who
conflict still reign as international forces plan to only leave about 50 members of
attempt to stabilize the war-torn coun- their staff in Iraq.
try.
Iraqi resistance continues to
Tuesday's raids ended in the cap- become ever more violent and organture of 24 of Saddam loyalists, but that ized with opposition to U.S. and coalition occupation, leadir1g to violence
catch proved to be at a high price.
U.S. soldier death totals have offi- against coalition forces as well as fellow
cially surpassed the number of casual- Iraqis.
On Aug. 19, a warning was issued by
ties during major combat.
Although it has been reported that an opposition group, threatening death
many of the soldiers died under 'non- to U.S. and coalition forces as well as
hostile' fire, heavy resentment remains Iraqis who cooperate.
Despite the capture and arrest of a
between Iraqis and soldiers. The bombing of the U.N. embassy on Aug. 19 in number of former President Hussein's
Iraq forced the coalition to take back its loyalists, raids and searches still continforces continue to come
assertive stance of "taking the fight to ue as coalition
,
the enemy" and assume a more defen- under attack. Earlier this summer, the
U.S. military launched operations
sive approach in occupation.
Following the attack, several influ- Desert Scorpion and Sidewinder and
managed
to
capture hundreds of members of the former government.
T h e s e
operations
were
also
responsible for
the location
and deaths of
Saddam's sons
,..8AOHOAO
Uday
and
..,
l
•
Q u s a y
'
'
Hussein .
•
••
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Member s
of Saddam's
former regime
are also suspected of carmrn Q ,.,.
rying out a
AUD
series
of
AR
A
attacks on several moderate
Iraqi religious
leaders in the
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city of Najaf.
cers to Hungary to train until its goal of
A bomb killed three and wounded 65,000 officers has been met.
ten when it exploded near a revered
shrine on Aug.
23. Tension
has continued
•
to
rise
between rival
Shiite groups
since
the
coalition
of
takeover.
Formerly
, exiled during
Saddam's
•
regime,
many
Shiites
are
pouring back
into the country and looking forward to
political and
religious freedoms.
As a part
of the efforts
to establish
control in the
country, U.S.
soldiers have
been recruiting and training men to
serve on an
Iraqi Police
Force. Severe
opposition to
the training
has
caused
officials
to
begin to look
for places outside of Iraq to
train police.
The U.S.led Coalition
Provisional
Authority
announced
Monday that it
may send offi-
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By Krystal Nancoo
Contributing Writer
After facing continued
pressure from the U.S. as well
as other West African leaders,
Liberian President Charles
Taylor officially relinquished
his power as Rhead of Sstate on
Aug.ust 1111th.
Taylor was noted as
sayingBefore resigning, Taylor
said, "History will be kind to
me. I have fulfilled my duties."
Despite his confidence,
Taylor has been blamed for
over 14 years of bloodshed in
Liberia ever since his own
rebellion coup in 1989 that
resulted in the death of
then-dictator Samuel Doe in
1990.
He is now in exile in
Nigeria, where he has been
granted political asylum. It is
yet to be disclosed whether he
will face war crimes charges
since he now has asylum, and
also if whether he will be
allowed to return to Liberia
once peace has been achieved.
As Taylor's successor,
Moses Blah, was sworn in, he

THE WORLD

sto

pledged to "faithfully, conscien- from the old government to the
tiously and impartially dis- new.
The US White House officharge the duties and functions
cials haves claimed that the reaof the Republic of Liberia."
Blah's plea to the people of son for their presence was to
Liberia was that they "let the quell the bloodshed, and that
nation begin to heal." "Let all of since this purpose has been ,
they can now
us unite as one people and work metfulfilled,
to peace," he asked. He is now depart from Liberian shores.
However, clashes still perset to head the government
until Oct.ober 14th, when sist in the countryside areas.
'They're forsaking us. We
Monrovian businessman Gyude
Bryant will then be the lead wish they'd stay until peace
what is being called head of would come," says 22- year- old
what is being called the 'interim Emmanuel Slawon said. His
government,' which will take sentiments echo that of many
the country through to into civilians who feel that they are
elections set for late 2005. This being deserted.
new government has joined
There is still the presence
forces with two main rebel of 1500 Nigerian soldiers are
movements by signing a peace standing guard.
accord that ensured that the
Rebel troops had seized the
two factions have some repre- ports at Monrovia, and were
sentation in the government denying access to any vessels
and some say in the decision- attempting to bring aid to the
making process.
country.
After an 11- day deployHowever, since Aug.gust
ment, U.S. President George W. 15th, they have since pulled
Bush has since recalled the 150- back and have indicated that
member U.S. Marine force, they would allow aid workers to
whose intent was to keep the enter and distribute much
peace and help the nation have needed shipments of food,
a smooth transition period medicine and other supplies.

Briefly

Ships stocked with supplies
have been waiting for days offshore to bring relief to the
starving country. The on-land
warehouses of organizations
like the United Nations World
Food Program have been looted
during the fighting and over
10000 tons of aid was pillaged.
U.N. officials are still attempting to get the Sierra
Leone/Liberia border opened
to facilitate quicker humanitarian assistance to the country.
Liberia is a nation that was
founded, with U.S. government
backing, as a new homeland for
fr e e d
American
slaves in
the 19th
century.
Since
1989, the
country
has been
ravaged
by almost
perpetual
civil wars,
and the
people
are desti-

tute and despairing, even more
in the face of this new crisis.
Most of the country's 3.3 million people are starving or
sickill, and one third are homeless. The economy is in ruins
and the infrastructure is damaged beyond repair.
Since 2001, Liberia has
been under U.N. sanctions
because of the government's
alleged support of the rebels
and reputed trafficking in diamonds from rebel-held areas in
Sierra Leone.

Former
Liberian
Dictator
Charles Taylor
currently
resides in
Nigeria under
exile, while
1500 Nigerian
peacekeeping
troops occupy
Liberia.
AP PHOTO
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Europe Heatwave Kills Thousands in France
By Kaneicia M. Brown
Contributing Writer

sodium cause dehydration, and
many elderly do not know how
to properly hydrate themselves,
Deadly forest fires, drought and are often unaware they
and damaged crops are just a need to be hydrated. This leads
few of catastrophes caused by to many dehydration deaths in
the heat wave that has claimed extreme weather conditions,
thousands of lives in Europe winter and summer alike.
since the last week of July.
When temperatures are at
An estimated 12,000 peo- abnormal rates, seniors should
ple have perished due to the be monitored more than usual.
extreme heat index in Europe,
As August is the month
France being affected the most. during which many French citiFrance accounts for an estimat- zens vacation, seniors were
ed 10,000 draths with Paris often left unattended. As a
having at least 3,000 alone.
result, some of the deaths
France, a nation is prided occurred alone at home.
on its health care, may have
Others deaths were reportoverlooked an important ele- ed in understaffed hospitals,
ment - their elderly. Primary nursing and retirement homes.
water or sodium deficiency, With the temperature as high
better know as dehydration, as 40 degrees Celsius (104
sets in adults once they reach a degrees Fahrenheit) for 30
•
certain
age.
days, many seniors became sick
I;oss of body fluids and and died of dehydration, heart

West

attacks and strokes.
The citizens of France
believe measures could have
been taking to
prevent such
a
tragedy.
Accusations of
improper
healthcare
have risen to
the governmental
level, and
the health
administration
office being
targeted
directly.
The Director of Health
Services, Dr. Lucien Abenhaim,
handed in his resignation midAugust to Health Minister Jean
Francois-Mattei, who was also
asked to resign. There is still

uncertainty about the total
amount of deaths in Paris, and
400 unidentified bodies are
being stored in refrigerated
warehouses.
Though Paris has been hit
the hardest, it is not the only
country affected. Deaths have
been in the thousands from
many bordering countries.
Italy, Spain, Portugal,
Belgium, and Germany have all
been hit by this heat wave that
has broken many records since
its start in late July.
Though some countries
haven't had deaths reported,
they have been affected.
Switzerland decreased its
speed limit due to high ozone
layer warnings. In Britain,
there was a call to save fish out
of a river that lost much of its
water content.
One thing's for sure: All

rican Tour Reminds Student of

By Kristen Moore
Contributing Writer

rican Roots

ney from Africa to the New spoken in the media.
consists of nutrition and dietetWorld, many slaves were
The Akan ethnic group is ics, fasting and psychotherapy.
thrown overboard when they also very spiritual, they believe Traditional medicine consists
The continent of Africa is became sick or died - the mor- that the soul of the newborn of herbs, culture, psychotherathe cradle of ancient civilization tality rate being 25-30 percent. child belongs to God, the spirit py, and psychic practices and
The second day we visited a is developed through the father message.
and from my experience and
exposure to the many cultures Fulani Village, which was near and the blood of the child
Before Ghana's independof the west part of the conti- Pink Lake. The lake appeared belongs to the mother.
ence in 1857, physicians couldnent, I have learned that the pink because of the large
The first place I went I n't use foreign herbs and theraAfrican people are inside of amount of bacteria and salt in Accra was the University of py because the British outlawed
everyone living on this earth.
the water. e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ the
tice pracof
The study abroad tour I
T h
traditook consisted of fourteen days Fulani people
of museums and tourist sites in migrated
•••
ti On a 1
the
m ed iSenegal and Ghana, West from
Ethiopian and
cine. Dr.
Africa.
The first county we went to the Kush area
Nartey's
North
c I in i c
was Dakar, Senegal. The of
French colonized the country in
:st:b~
1827. Senegal is 90 percent :~ca spr::~
Muslim, 5 percent Christian I s I a m
lished in
throughout
Of!
1962 and
and 5 percent Catholic.
West Africa.
he hasn't
The first day in Dakar, we They
were _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ used
any
took a trip to Goree Island, an
island off the coast of Dakar Nomads and Pastorals and kept Ghana, Legon. It has colleges of western medicine since then.
with a slave dungeon that con- moving west and trading with Medicine, Administrations and He believes that natural mediSciences. The university has 15- cines treat the person not the
tributed to the transatlantic the Arabs.
A couple of days later, I 17,000 students.
disease.
slave trade.
Then I went to the tradiIn my opinion, the highThe African slaves waited arrived in Accra, Ghana. The
3-3 1/2 months for the slave official languages of Ghana are tional healing clinic of Dr. light of the tour was the visit to
ships to retrieve them. It was English and Twi, which is the Steven Nartey. He specializes in Cape Coast Castle. Cape Coast
the first slave house built in language of the Asante people natural medicine, herbal medi- Castle is a slave dungeon in the
1776 by the Dutch. Each room of the Akan culture. There are cine and traditional medicine. city of Cape Coast. It was origi70 different ethnic groups and Natural healing consists of all nally used for a trade post for
held 15-20 chained women.
During
the
"Middle 46 languages and dialects. Six therapies of nature and natural Ghana and European countries.
Passage," the horrendous jour- to nine of the languages are phenomenon. Herbal medicine They traded gold, ivory, pepper

from my experience and exposure to the many cultures of the west
d
part of the continent, I have learne
that the African people are inside of
1
·
.
th
.
th
everyone tVtng
tS ear ,
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countries are looking for a cold
front to cool things off.
The talk about global
warming had been minimal
until
recently.
Weather
extremes lead people to believe
in an unbalance in , climate
according
to
Michael
Knoblerdorf, a German meteorologist.
Many scientists believe that
the planet is getting hotter due
to the excessive pollution all
over the world. Others argue
that greenhouse gasses are not
the cause of the heat wave,
because the temperature has
been up 1-2 degrees Celsius in
the past year. That increasr,
however, caused massive flooding in the Switzerland Alps in
2000, leading to many deaths
and injuries.

and slaves.
As in Senegal, the Africans
waited in the dungeon from
three to four months waiting
for the ships to come back.
There were thirty to forty men,
women and children compacted in the cement rooms.
The Portuguese were the
first to establish the trade posts
in West and Central parts of
Africa. The next countries to
establish trade post were
Britain, Denmark, Sweden and
France in the 16oo's and
17oo's. During the 16th century
is when the Europeans began
transporting slaves to the New
World, which included North
America, South America and
the West Indies.
The settlement we have
made in the New World is what
we today call the Black
Diaspora. The Diaspora is the
culture of Africans in America,
the West Indies and South and
Central America.
Blacks in the Diaspora have
a culture that has forged new
lives, created new religions,
family structures, and musical
genres. As Africans living in
America, ,ve need to keep
developing the African culture
within us today.

Fatal blast hits
Brazil space
hopes
BBC - About 20 people
have been killed in an explosion which destroyed a
Brazilian space rocket just
days before its scheduled
launch, military officials have
said.
One of the rocket's four
motors caught fire, triggering
an exp\osion that caused the
launchpad to collapse as technicians were carrying out final
tests.
The exact number of victims and their identities have
been difficult to establish.
"We were forced to hold a
roll call of technicians,"
Defense Minister Jose Viegas
said.
The failure of the VLS-3
rocket, which had been scheduled to put two satellites into
orbit, marks Brazil's third
unsuccessful space bid since
1997.
"We had just done two
days of tests and everything
went well - 100%. Everybody is
devastated," said Air Force
Colonel Romeo Brasileiro.
Brazilian President Luiz
Inacio Lula da Silva paid homage to the victims and their
families, his spokesman said,
adding that the president had
reaffirmed Brazil's determination to pursue the space program.

'Artiste'
smuggling ring
broken
Source: BBC - Thirteen
people have been arrested after
the discovery of a peoplesmuggling ring, which allegedly brought illegal immigrants
to the U.K. disguised as singers
and dancers.
The scam saw Indians
arriving unchallenged in the
country with the British
authorities believing they were
performers heading for Asian
pubs and social clubs in the
area.
Once inside the country,
the "artists" all disappeared.
Detectives believe the gang
responsible, which is also
accused of selling forged and
stolen British passports, has
smuggled hundreds of illegal
immigrants into the U.K

Hungry
Civilians Flee
Liberia's
Interior
(AP) ZENSU, Liberia
Civilians fleeing by the thousands appealed Wednesday for
rescue, showing that Liberia's
nightmare is far from over.
Families clutching bonethin babies spoke of nightly
gunfire and barrages despite a
week-old peace deal.
Exhausted
refugees
streamed south or crowded by
the thousands in and around
the last government-held
town, Zensu, on a road linking
the rebel-held north to
Monrovia, 60 miles away.
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Suite 8-11

Location:

.

Johnson Administration Building

(See below time schedule)
•
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Monday, August 18

All students selected in May 2003 Student Lottery by last name initial.
A-E 9:00-10:30 F-K 10:30-12:00 L-R 1:00-2:00 S-Z 2:00-3:00

Tuesday, August 19

All students selected in May 2003 Student Lottery by last name initial.
F-K 9:00-10:30 L-R 10:30-12:00 S-Z 1:00-2:00 A-E 2:00-3:00

Wednesday, August 20

All students selected in May 2003 Student Lottery
L-R 9:00-10:30 S-Z 10:30-12:00 A-E 1:00-2:00 F-K 2:00-3:00

Thursday, August 21

All students selected in May 2003 Student Lottery by last name initial.
S-Z 9:00-10:30 A-E 10:30-12:00 F-K 1:00-2:00 L-R 2:00-3:00

Friday, August 22

All students selected in May 2003 Student Lottery by last name initial.
A-E 9:00-10:30 F-K 10:30-12:00 L-R 1:00-2:00 S-Z 2:00-3:00

Saturday, August 23
Sunday, August 24

Closed
Closed

Monday, August 25

All students selected in May 2003 Student Lottery by last name initial.
F-K 9:00 -10:30 L-R 10:30-12:00 S-Z 1:00-2:00 A-E 2:00-3:00

Tuesday,August26

All students selected in May 2003 Student Lottery
L-R 9:00-10:30 S-Z 10:30-12:00 A-E 1:00-2:00 F-K 2:00-3:00

Wednesday, August 27

All students selected in May 2003 Student Lottery by last name initial.
S-Z 9:00-10:30 A-E 10:30-12:00 F-K 1:00-2:00 L-R 2:00-3:00
''"
,... j
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.,
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Thursday, August 28

All students selected in May 2003 Student Lottery by the last name initial.
A-E 9:00-10:30 F-K 10:30-12:00 L-R 1:00-2:00 S-Z 2:00-3:00
,

.

Friday, August 29

All students selected in May 2003 Student Lottery by the last name initial.
L-R 9:00-10:30 S-Z 10:30-12:00 A-E 1:00-2:00 F-K 2:00-3:00

Monday, September 1

Closed- Labor Day
•

Tuesday, September 2

All students selected in May 2003 Student Lottery by the last name initial.
S-Z 9:00-10:30 A-E 10:30-12:00 F-K 1:00-2:00 L-R 2:00-3:00

Wednesday, September 3

All students selected in May 2003 Student Lottery by the last name initial.
S-Z 9:00-10:30 A-E 10:30-12:00 F-K 1:00-2:00 L-R 2:00-3:00

STUDENT MUST PRESENT:
* Parking registration form, parking policies and procedures form, and the disclaimer form.
* Forms are available on the printable link forms at www.howard.edu/administration/parking.
* Fall 2003 validated Howard University Capstone Card.
* Academic AY 2002-2003 permit (if applicable).
ALL CITATIONS MUST BE PAID PRIOR TO OBTAINING AY 2003-4 PERMIT.
ALL PERMITS MUST BE CLAIMED NO LATER THAN SEPTEMBER 3, 2003. PERMITS NOT
CLAIMED WILL BE RE-DISTRIBUTED.
Student parking fee is $120.00 annually. (Cash, check, or money order).
AlO
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Former HUSA Official Charged
take it off of the invoice,"
Houston said.

From CHARGED A1
printing company about when
the order was taken place.
"Around that time, there
where so many different things
that HUSA had Rhode Island
[Printing Company] printing
that the company probably
thought that this was for HUSA
because HUSA's name was
mentioned on the flier,"
Houston said.
Houston added that HUSA
did owe the printing company
for fliers, but it was not for
fliers for Smith and Williams.
"When I received the
invoice around April or May
and I saw that the company had
included the fliers for Ja'Ron
and Tarshima, I told them to

When co-owner and manager of Rhode Island Avenue
Printing Jude Pado was asked
what name was used to place
the order with the company,
Pado responded that HUSA's
name was used to place the
order.
"We have tried to get what
we are owed from HUSA, but
we have been unsuccessful,"
Pado said. " I am a Howard
alum and I want to continue
doing business with Howard,
but I also want to get paid for
the job that was done."
On July 29, a trial was held
to determine who was responsible for HUSA's name being
used to make the purchase.

Cornell Williamson, former
HUSA president, Smith, and
former HUSA public relations
director Russell Robertson was
present at the meeting.
Williamson said that he
was not aware of unauthorized
expenditures being made on
HUSA's behalf until after the
election season.
" After becoming aware of
the unauthorized expenditures
at the conclusion of the election
season, I received invoices that
were not authorized by HUSA,"
Williamson said. " As a result, I
refused to make any payment
on these unauthorized expenditures, leaving it up to the
responsible individual to pay
for the expenditures."
Smith
said
that
Williamson's testimony was

ith Embezzlement

key to helping clear up any
wrong doing on his behalf.
" During the trial, Cornell
testified on my behalf to help
clear my name," Smith said.
" He witnessed me telling
Jarvis to fix the situation,"
Smith said. " At the end of the
trial, my name was cleared of
any wrong doing."
Even though Smith was
cleared, questions remain as to
what will be done with the
printing debt and who is
responsible for payment.
Smith said that he was not
going to pay the balance
because he told the company to
cancel the order, and Houston
said that HUSA is not responsible for the debt because the
company had a miscommunication within itself.

Although Blakemore filed
the complaint, the new administration declined comment on
the situation and is hoping to
keep a positive outlook for this
year.
With both parties claiming
innocence the printing company still demands payment.
Pado said that he has not
heard anything about anyone
making a payment on the balance.
" Our company loves
Howard, and does not want to
tarnish their image by taking
any other measures to secure
payment, but I do not want
Howard to think that we will
not do anything if payment is
not begun on the balance," he
said.
Watkins said because

HUSA falls under the umbrella
of Howard University, the
printing company is holding
the University responsible for
payment. She added that, the
business is partly to blame
because they did not secure a
preliminary deposit for the
work that was done.
Carol Shelton, director of
student affairs, discouraged the
business practice of forming
contracts with students.
" For small purchases,
businesses and students should
contact materials management," Shelton said." [And] for
contracts, businesses and students should contact the general counsel."
The investigation is still
ongoing as to who owes the
• •
pr1nt1ng
company.

Lieberman Commemorates March on Washington
From LIEBERMAN A1
prevalent in the nation,"
Lieberman said. " It was during
this time that the knowledge
that I had of Biblical stories
and the Constitution began the
surge of civil rights movement
within me."
Lieberman said that the
March on Washington was
more than just Martin Luther
'King, Jr.'s " I Have a Dream
Speech."
" Many people forget that
the reason why we marched
was because of jobs and for
economic
freedom,''
Lieberman said.
Lieberman recalled that•
during the March civil rigliis
activist John Lewis said, "by
the force of our demands and

IBi

•

numbers we . shall splinter the
segregate South into a thousands pieces and rebuild it
agam. "

.

to leave Yale and travel to
Mississippi to participate in a
freedom vote campaign.

" This quote meant to me
that it was not just about civil
rights freedom, but economic
freedom
that
African
Americans would not have to
suffer being redlined when
buying a house," Lieberman
said.

" During that time people
said that African Americans
did not want to vote,"
Lieberman said. " During my
time in Mississippi we collected over 100,000 votes for
gubernatorial candidate Aaron
Henry and proved them
wrong."

Martin Luther King Jr.'s " I
Have a Dream Speech" was
also a special moment for
Lieberman.

Lieberman said that the
march also had a great impact
on non-African Americans as
well.

"Dr. King's speech invoked
the promises of freedom,"
Lieberman said. " After that
speech it was hard for the government to ultimately reject
the call for freedom."

"
The
March
on
Washington led the way for
many other groups in society,"
Lieberman said. " The march
on Washington was the predecessor for the equal rights
movement for women and the
empowerment of other ethnic
groups."

The march' s message personally persuaded Lieberman

of the HUSA staff was done
professionally and objectively," she said.
Following
the
staff
approvals,
the
General
Assembly was asked to consider the annual budget for
approval. Members of the
Assembly were sent the budget 24 hours before the meeting in order to reduce the time
needed
for
discussion.
However, members of the
assembly found many points
of the budget to discuss.
After voting to discuss the
budget by item, assembly
members immediately questioned the stipend of the
financial advisors. The HUSA
financial advisor's duties are
to handle all fiscal procedures
for HUSA, including organizational
funding,
staff
stipends, and HUSA purchases. Representatives asked
that the financial advisors'
stipend be increased from
$4,500 to $5,200.
Assembly members justified the increase by stating
that the financial advisor's
pay should be slightly comparable to the HUSA president
and vice-president. The body
also approved the stipends for
thirteen staff members, as
well as $4,000 for staff incentives.
Next on the agenda were
the budgets of the Restoration

administration's
departments. Many assembly members questioned whether
there was a need for many of
the programs proposed by the
HUSA
administration.
Programs like the proposed
movie nights, pep rallies, and
state club parties came under
heavy criticism by some members.
"There is a gross amount
of double budgeting in this
HUSA
administration,"
Undergraduate
Student
Assembly
(UGSA)
Coordinator Layne Eskridge
said. "My concern is that
HUSA is focusing on programs that have already been
established by UGSA and the
various student councils."
Eskridge, who is also a
representative for the School
of Communications, went on
to add that she "feared that
the double budgeting would
end up in great sums of
money wasted."
General Assembly members also discussed the cost of
sorely needed new computers
for the HUSA office, as well as
a new printer and digital camera for the HUSA Webmaster.
Following the discussion
and approval of the budget,
the assembly tackled the issue
of special elections. While
there was no budget assigned
for special elections, HUSA
appointed
member
Ancernetta Obidi to the position of special elections chair.

2000.

At the end of his reflections, Lieberman opened the
floor for questions from the
audience. Many of the questions were in reference to what
Lieberman would do if elected
President of the United States.
One
student
asked
Lieberman if he would make
sure that every school whether
it is the most affluent or the
poorest would have the same
opportunities.
" It is no secret that defacto
segregation still exists in the
American public education system, Lieberman said. " The
Bush administration made the
No Child Left Behind Bill in

From NWAJI A2

While only a few points on
the set agenda were covered,
members of the assembly felt
that much was accomplished.
"I am glad to see that the
grad reps and the undergrad
reps can forge a working relationship for the betterment of
Howard University," SandyHanson said.
However, other members
felt differently. Some felt that
the meeting was filled with
attitudes that impeded the
progress of the meeting.
"I am deeply concerned
about the conduct of the
chairman as well as other
members of the assembly, and
I worry that there will be a
total lack of order and
restoration," Eskridge said.
In the administration's
defense,
HUSA
Communications
Director
Meredith Moore stated that
the Restoration administration is battling stigmas left
behind from past administrations.
"The severity and effect
of tonight's voting will not be
fully realized until May,"
Moore said.
'The hope of
HUSA is to be proactive and
prepare for a productive and
positive year."
The General Assembly
will meet again on Wednesday
September 3 to discuss the
remainder of the proposed
agenda, as well as amendments for the HUSA constitution.

prooedure.
Staying on top of student
issues has allowed Jibunoh work
with many students.
"It has been great working with
Nwaji and he really made me
want to become active on campus," junior human development
major Erica Robinson said. "He is
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Lieberman said that the
march also paved the way for
him to become the first Jewish
vice presidential candidate in

•

Another student asked
Lieberman how he planned on
helping to restore historic
buildings at HBCU's.
"Myself and a Congressman
from South Carolina have put
together a program that would
spend $800 million dollars to
help restore these buildings,"
Lieberman said.
Many students enjoyed the
reflections of Lieberman and
they appreciated the fact that he
did not try to use the event to
•
campaign.
" His [Lieberman's] speech
was well organized and throughout it he stuck to the topic and

didn't try to campaign," Brooke
Hyman, a sophomore political
science and history major, said.
"As an African American
woman, I will vote for him
because I can relate to the things
that he promised."
Freshman political science
major Andrea Johnson said that
she would vote for Lieberman
because he has great plans for
the future.
" His speech told us that
when individuals come together
we are more powerful than any
elected official,' Jacques Purvis,
a junior political science and
psychology major, said.
The march on Washington
drew more than 300,000 people
to the steps of the Lincoln
Memorial to protest the injustices in jobs, housing, and freedom.

Nwaji Jibunoh Leaves Howard

GSA Holds First Meeting;
Buclget and Staff Approved
From GSAA1

to help solve this and
other issues facing public
schools, but it left off six billion
dollars in financing the bill. I
planned to put full financial
support behind this bill."
2001

also a good person to talk to
because he went here and understands what you're going
through."
Like so many others, Robinson
expresses sadness to see Jibunoh
leave. "He will be deeply missed
and I run very upset he's leaving,"
she said. 'The next person who
takes his place will have some big
shoes to fill.
Jibunoh however feels that work-

ing at Howard has deepened his
love for the university. 'Working
at Howard has given me a different appreciation for the administration and a better understanding about the diversity runong
student"
When asked what type of asset
will be lost with Jibunoh departure Rooke responds
"Howard will not be losing but
Nigeria will be gaining."
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Why Isn't
FAMU's Band

•
I

'

Attending our
Homecoming?
1/4 Bad Blood
Maybe?

•••

By Robert "Robye" L.
Anderson, II
Contributing Writer .·
•

Howard is offering so
much, including access to
corporate sponsors, access to
our recruiti11g area (of which
25 high school bands will
participate), the chance to be
seen throughout America
(the game will be broadcasted on WHlITV and the Major
Broadcasting Network), and
the chance to leave our conference in style by making
one last appearance on "The
Mecca's biggest stage." Yet
the price tag hasn't been lifted.
If the situation were vice
versa, they know that they
wouldn't pay $10,000 to
have us at their homecoming,
so why they would even suggest such a price, especially
to a fellow HBCU? This just
makes FAMU looks ridiculous.
One would think, knowing that they look bad by
charging Howard for them to
come, that the $10,000 price
tag would be lifted. Yet, the
price tag hasn't been lifted.
If the problem was financial, if they couldn't make the
trip due to money (which
isn't the problem, because
FAMU can definitely afford
the trip), then Howard would
be glad to help out with the
cost of transportation and
accommodation. Yet, the
price tag hasn't been lifted.
Even FAMU's own students and band members
have showed genuine interest
in attending Howard's homecoming. The school's band
director Dr. White showed
initial interest in attending
our homecoming. Yet, the
price tag hasn't been raised.
So I've come to the conclusion, that the apparent
problem of there being a
$10,000 price tag, isn't actually why the Marching 100 as
of now, won't be at homecoming. My explanation: a
lack of communication due to
bad blood between the two
school's administrations.
I will retract my opinionated statement only if a proper explanation can be given
as to why they aren't coming.
A proper explanation cannot
include that it is "logistically
impossible" to have the 100
on campus, because in 15
years I'm sure that someone
could have determined the
"logistical
aspects,"
to
accommodate a band of
FAMU' s size with the type of
following they have.
A proper explanation
cannot include that the travel
cost are unbearable for the
100 to come to Howard. If
that is so, then I would also
ask that it be explained why
Texas Southern's "Ocean of
Soul" Marching Band, a band
not even in our conference, a
band all the way from Texas,
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Ronald Venters is a transfer quarterback from El Camino
Jr. College in Torrance, California.

Junior quarterback Marcos Moreno has been a reliable
backup for the Bison since his freshmen year.

o's

tartin

?
•

Bison ...,uarterbacks Vie For Starting Role
from Hyattsville, Maryland played in nine games last season, to give him 44 pass
By Charla Taylor and Soraya McDonald
attempts and 18 completions for 185 yards and 2 touchdowns. Moreno also rushed
Hilltop Staff Writers
for 196 yards and one touchdown.
The veteran's 2 years with the team have allowed him to build close relationAs the Howard football team prepares for its upcoming season, quarterbacks ships with wide receivers Darryl Nunn and Jonathan Brewer. "We're comfortable
Ron Venters, Antoine Hartfield, and Marcos Moreno are fiercely competing for the with each other," Moreno said. "I'm able to predict the routes that they're going to
starting role. All three have demonstrated prowess with passing and running the run."
ball, making it difficult to discern a definite starter.
However, his most prolific quality lies in his ability to lead the team on al).d off
Moreno gained some experience at the helm of the Bison offense last season the field.
behind then starting quarterback Donald Clark, who graduated in 2003. Venters is
"When we have practice, I'm on the field. When we don't have practice, I'm on
a junior transfer from El Camino College in Torrance, Calif. Hartfield is the least the field. I don't have an off-season," Moreno remarked.
experienced of the trio, having only played for a few minutes in two games last seaIn an intra-squad scrimmage game on August 23, Venters displayed his ability
to pass accurately, as well as his proficiency in running the ball when openirtgs in
son.
With the possibility of 1000-yard rusher Jay Colbert being absent for the sea- the defense allowed it. The "11ewbie" was able to create a touchdown drive, and
son, a quarterback with stellar reading and passing abilities has become even more rushed 21 yards for another.
essential.
"I'm a double-threat quarterback," Venters commented on his scrimmage perHead football Coach Rayford Petty is pleased with the practice performances of formance. "I prefer to stay in the pocket, but I'm willing to do what it takes put us
in a scoring position and win the game."
all three quarterbacks.
"We're not sure who's going to be the starter. All of them are better runners
According to Howard University's Office of Sports Information, Moreno looked
than Donald Clark, and Venters is probably the closest to DC's [Clark's] arm more comfortable in Saturday's game than at any time during his two years at
strength. Moreno has good leadership abilities on aud off the field, and we're work- Howard. Hartfield did not participate due to elbow tendonitis, but has since
resumed normal practice.
ing on his arm strength. Hartfield runs the ball very well," Petty said.
Venters passed for over 1,700 yards and 15 touchdowns last season at El
Petty told The Hilltop that the decision of who will start will be made at the
Camino. Howard began recruiting him when defensive coordinator Keith Gilmore beginning of next week. The Bison's first game of the season is September 6 against
Texas Southern University.
received a tip about a talented quarterback in California.
Currently, Moreno has the most experience playing with the team. The junior

FAMU's ''Marching 100'' Band A Homecoming NO SHOW?
Robert L. Anderson, II
By Contributing Writer
To date, plans have not
been made to have the F1orida
A&M University "Marching
100" Band in attendance for
Howard's 2003 Homecoming
festivities.
The
Howard
University
"Showtime"
Marching Band along with the
Marching 100, are among the
most anticipated features of
Howard's 2003 Homecoming;
however, the Marching 100
have not been in attendance at
Howard in over 15 years,
according
to
Howard
Homecoming Parade & Battle
of the Bands Coordinator Keith
Miles.

'

"I had a vision of our homecoming being history making,"
he said. "Two historically Black
colleges, along with up to 25
other high school bands coming
together in all the glory and
grandeur of The Mecca's
biggest stage."
However,
FAMU's refusal to waive a
$10,000 performance fee has
greatly hindered any progress
in this endeavor.
"We aren't paying anyone
to perform at our homecoming,
that's ridiculous," stated Miles.
Indeed, the $10,000 dollar
price tag l1as greatly undermined the work that Miles and
his counterparts have done to
attain the Marching 100.
"I've talked .,W, Florida
A&M's band director Dr. White,

it seemed as though he did have
genuine interest for having history made at Howard."
After the initial conversation with Dr. White, Miles
explains that it became harder
to maintain contact with the
FAMU band director.
"After I spoke with him, I
called him twice and got the
'run-a-round,' then on the third
time, Dr. White gave me the
demands that their band wanted, in order for them to attend.
This included the performance
C
,ee. "
Miles definitely assumed
that Florida A&M would have
given less stringent demands,
especially if Dr. White understood and shared with Miles the
vision of a history making

homecoming.
If that wasn't bad enough,
F1orida A&M's Football team
will be leaving the Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference after this
2003 season, in attempts to
make a successful move to
Division 1-A.
Therefore, Howard's 2003
Hon1ecoming would be the
most opportune time, if not the
last
time,
the
Howard
University global community,
along with the Washington
Metro Area, would have a
chance to see the Marching 100
live.
Miles fully explains that it
was not Howard University's
lack of commitment to attain
the Marching 1oo.
"The
(Howard)

Administration was in support
of their band coming, until they
wanted
$10,000
dollars.
Howard embraced the opportunity of FAMU's band coming.
It's just sad that the fee can't be
waived."
What later frustrated Miles
more was that in conversation
with Ho\vard's senior administrators, he learned that perhaps
the Marching 100 never truly
intending on coming to
Howard in the first place.
However, FAMU band
members have even expressed
interest in coming to Ho\vard
for perhaps the last time.
"Of course we want to
come. Who wants to miss a

See FAMU page B6
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The men's soccer team fights for possession of the ball,
similar to the way they'll have to fight for each win this
season.
~1
her best players from last sea,,By Leslie Flanagan
son's team will return.
Asst. Sports Editor
Forward Reneika Bean, the
,,'
2002 Independent Women's
The men's and women's Soccer Player of the Year, will
soccer teams of Howard return for her junior year.
Last season, Bean's agility
University are known for being
,·hard working, tightly knit and and athleticism helped her
,'technically sound.
score 21 goals, making her the
At practice, both teams most prolific scorer in school
''seemed conditioned and ready history.
to kick off another exciting sea"If it's (the ball) close to the
son of HU Soccer.
goal Reneika will put it past
them," Street said.
Women's Soccer:
The technical Erinn Garner,
"What is all this passing who was out last season recov: with the outside of the foot?" ering from a knee injury, will be
; Head Coach Michelle Street joining Bean on the field this
,shouted at a recent practice.
season.
·
Street, beginning her ninth
The senior forward from
'.'season, is a tireless instructor Stone Mountain will be wel•'
•and teacher. This year, most of comed with open arms, The

our

'

,,

IC

occer
,

'

•

combination of Bean and
Garner, according to Sports
Information Director Ed Hill, is
said to be a fierce one.
"Erinn was their top player
before Reneika," said Hill.
Gamer, a co-captain, is a
strong and capable leader. She
is also a good compliment to
Bean, who is the faster of the
two.
Typically, Garner's shots on
goal are much more thought out
and deliberate. She takes her
time and uses precision passing,
to compensate for her lack of
speed. But if anyone is concerned about Garner's health
this year can rested assured.
She said she will be ready.
"I spent 3 months in physical therapy and additional time
with strength and conditioning
Coach Comeforo to get healthy
for this season," said Gamer. "It
was grueling."
Senior defender and cocaptain Karisma Horne completes the triangle of leadership.
Horne from Arlington, Va.
was named to the AllIndependent First Team last
year along with Bean and sophomore midfielder Michelle
Willston of Windsor, Conn.
Home is the vocal leader and is
sure to let her teammates know
when things aren't going right.
With Gamer (the glue) at 100%,
and the combination of Bean
(the flash), Home (the juice),
and Williston (the youngster),
all should have better seasons.
The addition of the speedy
freshman midfielder Angel
Ughiovhe, whose brother plays
on the men's team, should also
prove to be beneficial.
In past years, speed had

helped the girls win; however,
Gamer's skill and precision will
add another weapon to the Lady
Bison's arsenal.
Stubborn fortitude and
staying healthy will be the key
this season for the Lady Bison,
who will be playing their most
co1npetitive schedule with
games against Georgetown,
William and Mary, GW and
Creighton,
The ladies will kick off the
season by competing in the
Carol Pardee Invitational in
Akron, Ohio, a tournament they
'
won m
2001.
"A lot of our players were
rejected by the schools we're
playing, so we have plenty of
paybacks to give," said Horne.
If revenge is as sweet as it is
supposed to be, tlie Lady Bison
should have plenty of cavities to
fill at the end of the season.

Men's Soccer:
The Howard University
Boaters of the Atlantic Soccer
Conference are on a mission.
Led by head coach and HU
alum Keith Tucker, the men's
team is looking to take Howard
soccer back to their dominant
days of the 1970s when they
won two national championships. Tucker will be entering
his 23rd season as head coach.
Their return will start with
teamwork and will be contingent upon contributions from
senior
forward
Ronald
Goodlett.
Goodlett has exceptional
ball handling abilities, is a natural talent and is particularly
skilled when it comes to his
shots on goal.
Coach Tucker considers

By Kaneicia M. Brown
Contributing Writer
"J

Food is good, there's no dispule there. Unless one is planning to play HU football, most
people don't like gaining weight.
'.fylcDonald's, Subway, China
Wonder, and Negri] are on the
~ame block and Wendy's is too
far down the street. To top it off,
they stay open late. McDonald's
is now 24 hours, a perfect set up
for the "freshman 15."
Regarded as a myth, the
"freshman 15" is an actual
occurrence happening on most
campuses to students entering
college for the first time.
In theory, freshman gain 15
pounds in their first year of
school due to unliealthy eating
habits, constant dining at fast
food restaurants, and late night
snacking.
Not only does it affect
American college students, but
•it has also been researched
internationally and proven true.
A team of scientists in the
Netherlands concluded that
Dutch freshman weight gain
"mimicked tlie obesity epidemic
among Americans," where a
small calorie increase every day
for weeks can result in significant weight gain over the years.
So, what are some things
last year's freshmen did to avoid
gaining excess weight?
Janine Alston, a sophomore
Legal Communications major,
said she cut down on late night
snacking, among other things.
"I didn't eat after 8 p.m.,"
she said. "I ate a lot of fruits and
salads in the cafe because it
seemed like the best food to eat.
I never ate a lot of fast food, so I
didn't get caught up in eating it a
lot when I came here."
·· -Sophomore
Daniel
,

' .,,' .

B2
•

''Some people can
eat whatever they
want and not gain
too much weight,
and some have to
exercise to maintain their weight. If
you work out, you
should be able to
eat what yot1 want,
just don't eat too
much. Light workouts should be
enough for a young
person to maintain
a healthy weight.''
- Andre Bolton,
Assistant Coach,
Women's Basketball
on that stuff."
Whether indulging in food
or eati11g lightly, monitoring
food intake isn't enough to keep
the "freshman 15" away. Not
eating at all is also not the
healthiest way to go.
To get rid of excess fat,
being active and exercising is
the best way to maintain a
healthy body weight.
Athletes aren't tlie only students who are athletic and given
the opportunities to stay in
shape.

I

Director Ed Hill said that for a
freshman, Williams showed
extreme confidence and poise
ap keeper, and he should have
an even better season this year.
•The Hooters will start the
seai,oµ with an astounding five
games onthe road.
Their first game is against
the Georgetown Hoyas, followed by big game after big
game at Drexel, Temple, and
James Madison.
"There is a lot of talent in
soccer these days, more than in
my day," said Coach Tucker.
"Our team has to go out and
play every game like it's our
last."

FILE PHOTO

Junior Raneika Bean, the 2002 Independent Women's
Soccer Player of the Year, will play a big role in the
team's success this season.

•

'

Frankson had a different view
about eating.
"I didn't eat much at all,
because I didn't like the cafeteria food and I couldn't afford to
buy anything else," he said. "I
also feel fast food isn't good for
you, so I wouldn't spend money

Goodlett to be one of the best
strikers in this area, and teamed
with forwards Jason Gross and
Nadir Wade, tl1e Boaters will.
have a viable trio of goal scorers.
Coaches described Gross, a
160-pound sophomore from
Washington, as the most valuable creator the team has.
The backbone of the team
will consist of the man in the
net, sophomore Jason Williams
of Bermuda.
Last year he was named
Atlantic Soccer Conference
Rookie and Goalkeeper of the
Week.
In addition, he had 65 saves
in just eleven matches.
Sports
Information

•

Howard University offers a
pletliora of activities for students who want stay healtliy and
active, including a wide variety
of gym classes.
Not involved in any activities?
Student Llfe and Activities
offers a variety of extra-curricular activities, both intramural
and recreational. The university
also offers dance, aerobics, selfdefense, and swimming.
If time is scarce and tlie
dorm is tlie only comfortable
place, take tlie advice of Akilali
Knight, a senior Theater
Arts/Acting major.
She said she exercised over
the sUillIDer because she wanted
a six-pack.
"I did Tae-Bo and a 7
minute abs tape witli my
younger sister," she said.
"I didn't gain excessive weight
my freshman year, but I did gain
bad eating habits. I know I
shouldn't eat burgers and fries,
but I do. My metabolism is high
so I don't gain much weight, but
I do get exercise. I've been hiphop dancing for 3 years, and
dancing for 9 years."
The fact is, according to the
American Obesity Association,
30.4 percent of people ages 1219 are overweight. On Howard's
campus, laziness would be the
only excuse because tliere are
plenty of avenues for students to
stay fit.
Coach
Andre
Bolton,
Assistant Coach for the women's
basketball team, said he's heard
of the "freshman 15" and
believes it's true.
"Stay away from heavy
foods like steak and potatoes,
and try to stay away from diet
pills and. supplements," he said.
"The weight will most likely
return when you stop taking
,L
u,em. "

EMPOWERMENT! WORSHIP!
LEADERSHIP! PRAISE! FELLOWSHIP!
ENRICHMENT! PARTY!
BROTHERHOOD! SISTERHOOD
SUPPORT! OUTREACH!
RECONCILIATION! NETWORK!
GET IT ALL

A mini-service to help you through the week
Contact Info
102-238-2681 {Office}
202-806-4146 (Fax)
Campus email:

Wednesdays & Fridays

DQ!ln(l~ye!hu@!l.lltmai1t2!1'

Andrew Rankin Chapel

12-1 pm

1st Noonday Prayer
Wednesday, September 3rd

August 29, 20"3 .

The Hilltop
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ACCESSORIES, LEATHER CASES, CAR CHARGERS
WITH ACTIVATIONS
,

AUT~ORIZECJ RETAILER

•
us1ness
AVAILABLE AT BLACKBURN HALL ALL DAY AUGUST 29TH!!!!!!
Ask for Carmen 703-675-5448

The Hilltop
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depth.nicity
comments, of which ayo compiled through various things
whites had said to her.
The reaction that rent-anegro has received over the
months since its introduction
has definitely taken ayo by
•
surprise.
"I banged the site out in
two weeks," ayo said.
However, ayo is clear on the
content of her site. "My intent
is to create dialogue-driven
conceptual art. My whole mission is to push people outside
of their comfort zones and
force them to think and feel."
Outside of her rent-anegro site, ayo is an artist.
From avoiding the use of
uppercase letters in the

By Jennifer L. Williams

Asst. Life & Style Editor

"Do you even use suntan
lotion?"
"How does your hair do
that twist thing? Can I touch
I't?"
.

''The
Trouble
With Being
Myself''
By Jennifer L. Williams

Asst. Life & Style Editor
*The following piece is
sure to offend a few people,
but read and understand
before you get defensive and
critical, because it's probably
you who needs the message
the most. -JLW
I'm not sure how and why
the words "identity crisis"
became synonymous with college, but that is what the path
to "discovery" at Howard is
seemingly full of: crisis.
From the scores of continuously scantily clad women
who demand "respect," to the

throngs of oxymoronic "collegiate thugs" who desire to be
taken seriously, it seems as if
everyone is searching for
acceptance and identity
through someone else's definition.
It's almost as if many of
our own Bison are afraid to
show off a clear representation of who they really are, for
fear of not fitting in.
But when did it become
acceptable to be like everyone
else?
I remember the days
when we were young and creatively open. Those days when
you couldn't wait to go to
school and show off your new
shirt, so you could hear your
friends reaffirm your "coolness," because your clothing
was so different.
Those days when you
sported the purple jeans with
your fly jean jacket that you
painted on yourself. (Okay, so
maybe the purple jeans and
the jacket was just something
I did, but you get the point).
These were the days when
standing out was considered a
good thing; when individuality was heavily stressed. When
you relished the chance to
stand out.
Now, especially on our
campus, I find it hard to differentiate one person from the
next sometimes.
For the many on our
campus who are hiding their
creative freedom behind yet
another big hat or anotuer
pair of short-shorts, I implore
you to stop and allow those
creative juices to start flowing
within you yet again.
Be proud to be you and
learn to be okay with standing
out from the crowd. It ultimately shows how secure you
are within yourself, and there
is definitely no trouble
whatsoever in that.

"I know the sun doesn't
bother you, because you're
dark .l"
If you are white, and you
feel the need to trouble any of
your black friends/neighbors,
etc. with these or any other
questions of this nature, but
you don't want to subject
yourself to critical looks or
angry retorts, there is a new
outlet for your curiosity to be
sated. Now, in the comfort of
your home, or if you prefer, at
a business function, all of
your questions, and so much
more, can be answered by
your very own rent-a-negro.
Take your rent-a-negro
along on a public outing and
watch as everyone becomes
more interested with you, as
you will appear hip and conscious. What's even better,
your rent-a-negro is available
without the added hassle of
learning about racism while
allowing you the opportunity
to use your privilege and status to your advantage.
damali ayo, creator of the
controversial
rent-anegro.com, had grown weary
of whites constantly touching
her hair without asking
(almost like they were petting
a dog) and asking her blissfully ignorant question after
question, to the point where
she began to feel she should
be receiving compensation for
her services. The end result
became a site that touches
nerves and questions basic
black and white interaction.
ayo was born and raised
in Washington, D.C. She
graduated from
Sidwell
Friends High School and went
on to Brown University, two
institutions where she was
one of very few blacks. She
now resides in Portland,
Oregon,
where AfricanAmericans make up less than
7 percent of the overall population. Years of constantly

PHOTO COURTESY OF ABCNEWS.COM

damail ayo, creator of rent-a-negro.com.

having to play the role of cultural representative for the
black race added fuel to her
fire.
The satirical "negro" is
ayo's response to giving those
in need of a "black" fix a
chance to ask questions and
learn more about black culture as a whole, to the tune of
visits starting at $350 an
hour. While she is conscious
of the fact that many may find
her site hard to swallow, she
'
appreciates the controversial
nature of her site. "People
tend to be very literal," states
ayo. "However, I think satire
is a wonderful mirror to hold
up to society, especially with
issues that remain grossly

One of ayo's solutions is
the mandatory attendance of
white people at a remedial
race and racism class. "We are
constantly bombarded with
white culture, and we are
seemingly expected to know
about them," she says.
"Whites know very little
about us, and they are uot
expected to know."
Much of rent-a-negro's
appeal comes from the fact
that the site does not outright
tell visitors of its satirical
nature. Interested applicants
can rent ayo out for a variety
of services, with a array of
offered extras, such as "dance
lessons for the rhythmically
challenged." For $100, an

unresolved, such as racism."

interested renter can even

Even though her site aims
to poke fun, not everyone is
on the receiving end of the
joke. ayo's site has drawn
countless e-mails from both
disturbed blacks and whites,
as well as countless death
threats and invitations to
lynching parties. "I respect
everyone's responses, and I
can definitely understand
everyone's anger," says ayo.
"My site poses a question, and
it definitely needs a solution."

receive an 8x10 "Certificate of
Association," stating one's
affiliation with a black person.
Upon going to the ordering and payment info, the
rental form questions if the
would-be renter has "used
black people before." The site
also displays an assortment of
sales pitches and a no-holdsbarred autobiography. Renta-negro is further validated
by various mock customer

aware.

Reader Commentary on
Rent-a-Negro.com
By Kamari Simpson
"... I feel a little disturbed by Rent-A-Negro.com. I
question if this is how we should be approaching sensitive issues such as racism in 2003. Is d. ayo's purpose
of "creating dialog-driven conceptual art ... " really
being met though this site? Or is this just another dialogue-driven piece that does more harm than good for
the black community?"

By B. Kristina Mack

"....I know a few people in search of a black person
to put zest into their lives. One "satisfied" customer
merely deems herself "curious." I say, "they're" always
curious and this satirical website just affirms how
beautiful blacks are and how the secrets to our ethnicity will continue to be the greatest taboo."

By La'Quisha D. Mccraw

"...Many may feel that the prices are related to slavery, which can be insulting. I perceived the main
objective of the site as basically a scapegoat for insensitive white counterparts who have failed to, and probably will not, take the time to learn about African
American culture. As sad as it is, that is the reality 0£
the type of our world."

Lyric J ... Ooh, that's Cute!!
By India Jackson

Hilltop Staff Writer

FILE PHOTO

Tammy Barbarin and her daughter, Lyric Jai.
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spelling of her name, to her
use of any and all objects in
her artwork, her approach is
to constantly question her
environment and everything
it throws at her. Additionally,
ayo is the co-founder of a
small theatre company in
Portland, Oregon, named
defunkt.
So, what's in store for the
future of rent-a-negro? In
September, ayo plans to take
10 live applications at her
gallery show.
"I'm honestly going to
find it interesting to be
acknowledged with payment,"
she says.
Renter, definitely be

At a time when one clothing line can barely be distinguished from the next, newcomer Tammy Barbarin is
making a bold statement with
her new urban women's clothing line, Lyric J. Only designing for less than two years,
native Washingtonian Tammy
serves as sole owner and head
designer of her overnight sensation company.
"I've always loved clothes,
and I've always been creative,
but I never imagined I'd end
up doing this," Tammy
revealed.
After attending Howard
University over 10 years ago,
Tammy
transferred
to
University of Maryland's
College Park campus to complete her studies in the paralegal field. After graduating
with her bachelor's degree,
Tammy tried her hands at
numerous careers, bridging
from songwriting to singing in
a group created by L.A. Reid
and Babyface to starring in
NBC's hit television show Our
House. Currently, she is
employed full-time as a

Congressional
Affairs
Specialist for the Navy, but
that doesn't halt her part-time
fashion career with Lyric J.
Taking its name from
Tammy's ever-so-fashionable
daughter Lyric Jai, Tammy's
clothing line is quickly evolving from the bottom up.
"Three words I'd use to
describe my line are: Funky,
Fun, and WOAH," states a
bubbly, smiling Tammy.
Starting off with reconstructing vintage and recycled
tee shirts for friends and family, Tammy soon began building outside clientele and
decided to expand her fashion
creativity. Word traveled
quickly
throughout
the
District area, and in no time,
business was booming. She
decided to continue experimenting with tee shirts, but
she branched out into turning
them into dresses and skirts.
The end result? A fabulous
'swing tee shirt circle skirt'
that is beautiful. She's made
and sold quite a few of these
within the past year, and each
and every one of the skirts are
totally different.
"At home I have a huge
box of vintage tee shirts, so I
just put together my own

The Hilltop

combination. I love originality, and I love to recreate a vintage piece into something
completely different," Tammy
says.
She's not just an indolent
freelance designer either. She
firmly believes that in order to
successfully produce a garment, the piece must look just
as good underneath as it does
on the outside. She also doesn't use patterns, "I use my
eyes to guide me."
Tammy derives her fashion inspiration from a number of places. Aside from God
and family, Tammy looks
towards several magazines
including Elle Girl, Vogue,
and Vibe to keep up with the
trends. She also pays attention to small and big screen
style powerhouses, especially
old movies like Mahogany,
and of course HBO's Sex and
the City.
"It's my favorite show,
and Carrie is my girl," Tammy
expresses. "She can rock a
turquoise shirt with an orange
bag and pink shoes and make
it look fabulous!" Clearly, the
1980s are her beloved fashion
decade, so she looks upon the

See LYRIC page B6
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Chris Moore: Greenlight Giver 'Shaker Heights,' a Definite Battle
By Enoch Tims III
Hilltop Staff Writer

After successfully producing a blockbuster franchise and an Academy Award
nominated film, many producers would laugh at the
thought of producing the
script of an unknown screenwriter, let alone allow two
unknown directors to produce it.
Nonetheless,
veteran
producer Chris Moore, whose
films include the 'American
Pie' trilogy and "Good Will
Hunting," enjoys the satisfaction that comes with helping
young filmmakers realize
their dreams.

In fact, Moore has been
attempting to help aspiring
filmmakers for years.
"In past years, I would be
invited to talk at various universities," Moore recalls. "At
the beginning of each lecture,
I would put my e-mail on the
board, and tell the students
to contact me in case they
were looking for a job, but no
one would e-mail." Needless
to say, after mentioning that
fact during an interview in a
recent publicity appearance,
his e-mail account is overflowing.
And now that his most
ambitious venture, HBO's
Project Greenlight, is all set
to premiere its latest offering,
"The Battle of Shaker

PHOTO COURTESY OF DIGITALPAOJECTGREENLIGHT.COM

Chris Moore, producer of "The Battle of Shaker Heights"
and of the show Project Greenlight. Some of his films
include the "American Pie" trilogy and "Good Will
Hunting."

Heights," today, Moore's reputation for cultivating young
talent will never be doubted.
His, · along with producing
partners Ben Affleck and
Matt Damon's reality TV
show /talent search is the
ultimate in filmmaker cultivation. Through the show,
viewers get the chance to
glimpse at the ins and outs of
independent movie making.
They don't see everything
though.
"Viewers really didn't get
the chance to really appreciate the nerve-racking search
for the show's winners,''
Moore points out. "The director we originally wanted simply refused to do the project,
because he didn't like the
scripts we chose."
Eventually, Moore would
settle on this season's winners, directors, Kyle Rankin
and Efram Potelle, and
screenwriter, Erica Beeney.
However, as veteran viewers
of Project Greenlight can
attest, Murphy and his law
are definite supporting characters in the show. "When we
met the directors, [Rankin
and Potelle] seemed very
open and honest," Moore
says. However, they could not
hide their panic for long.
Obviously, Moore and
company dealt with the directors' panic attacks, hence the
release of their movie. But
that is not where the drama
ended. "What most people
don't know is that Project

See MOORE page 86

By Enoch Tims III
Hilltop Staff Writer
As part of HBO's venerable

lineup of Sunday night entertainment, Project Greenlight,
has indeed garnered a cult following, if not a ratings balloon,
from the lead in provided by its
more celebrated counterparts.
Nonetheless, it is one of the
more interesting reality TV
shows on television. In case you
didn't know: Ben, Matty (Ben
Affleck and Matt Damon), and
veteran producer pal Chris
Moore started a contest with the
Home Box Office giving fledgling filmmakers the chance to
have both their screenplays
developed and produced by the
trio's LivePlanet Productions
and Miramax and find out what
it's like when people stop being
polite and start getting real.

Well, this season, Ben and
the gang introduced a change in
the premise of the show, in that
they had two separate contests-one for screenwriters and
one for directors-resulting in
the discovery of screenwriter
Erica Beeney and collaborative
directors Kyle Rankin and
Efram Potelle. "The Battle of

Shaker Heights," a concise and
cute coming of age dramedy
about a 17-year-old WWII reenactor named Kelly (Shia
LaBeouf), is the subsequent creation of Project Greenlight.
What we have with this film is a
decent retelling of any John
Hughes film (you pick one) evi-

See SHAKER page 86

PHOTO COURTESY OF HBO'S PROJECT GREENLIGHT

The "Battle of Shaker Heights" is the second movie project created by Project Greenlight.

'Passionada' Lacks Some
"Passionada" is set in the
By Michael Ivey
Portuguese community of
Hilltop Staff Writer
New Bedford, Mass. The story
focuses on a cold, heartbroThe witty love story ken widow named Celia
"Passionada," starring Sofia Amante, who Jost her husMilos and Jason Isaacs, is a band at sea seven years prior.
wonderfully original dose of Celia's daughter Vicky is bent
romantic comedy. While the on finding a man for her
protagonist and antagonist mother who can bring happi(Celia and Charlie) give the ness back into her life. During
audience a decent main story, Vicky's travels in their small
the obscure yet talented sup- town, she runs into Charlie
porting cast is what gives Beck, a professional gambler.
"Passionada" its flare and
See LACKS page 86
appeal.

COURTESY OF FIREWORKSPICTURES.COM

Sofia Milos plays the protagonist in "Passionada."
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1/4 Bad Blood
BLOOD from B1
somehow found a way to make
it to Howard. Then explain why
FAMU's band, a band in our
conference, a band from
Florida, somehow hasn't been
able to make the trip in 15
years.
A proper explanation cannot include the simple fact that
FAMU won't let go of the
$10,000 dollar price tag. We
know through communication
that the price tag can be
dropped, or if not dropped,
then a compromise can be
achieved.

Lyric J ... Ooh, that's Cute!!

aybe?

even designed an outfit for local and national boutiques.
A proper explanation can- er learning, because it makes
From LYRIC B4
Tammy isn't all about the
singing group Kindred's lead
both
of
our
schools
look
bad.
not include that the athletic
popular styles of then for singer Aja. Soon she will be Sos though. Jenny from the
My suggestion is that
department hasn't had the
motivation
as
well. traveling overseas to speak 1994 hit movie Forrest Gump
funds to make this possible. Howard and FAMU work some
"Everything in today's fashion with numerous companies has even inspired her. "Her
Even if the department doesn't type of agreement out and
revolves around to the Sos," about possibly mass manufac- style changed constantly, and
have the money now, I'm sure make this happen.
says Tammy. "I'm a people turing her apparel, and she'll she was always with ... trends. I
Afterwards, neither school
sometime within a 15-year
watcher. I can see someone be showcasing her newest col- loved her style.''
span, they have had the money. has to talk to the other again,
walking down the street today lection to the Howard comSo until an accurate expla- outside of the required conferand say, 'I had something just munity at this year's homeTammy's
website,
nation can be given for the ence meetings, and scheduled
like that years ago."'
coming fashion show. She www.LyricJ.com, is steadily
inability of their band to come games (besides football),
As of now, Tammy has also plans to place some of growing, as is her company's
to Homecoming, I'm keeping because it is the students,
three successful fashion her one-of-a-kind pieces in clientele.
my statement that there is Bad alumni, and all the people who
shows under her belt, and has
Blood between our two schools. have worked to make this hapAnd this is something that just pen, who are going to suffer t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - shouldn't
be,
especially because of thisl/4 Bad Blood.
between two of our most
prominent institutions of hightroubles, the film is complet- one really recognizes me, but
MOORE from B5
ed, or "in the can," as they say when they do it can be good
Greenlight will produce your in Hollywood, and Moore can and bad. I mean I have had a
movie, but there is no guaran- now enjoy his budding guy call me an a-hole in front
tee that it will be released," celebrity. After all, before all of my child and I've also had a
Moore says. At one point, Ben this hoopla he was a lowly vet- girl give me her plane ticket
[Affleck] had to write a letter eran producer, reduced to liv- during the recent massive
blackout. Of course, now she
to Harvey [Weinstein-head ing life behind the camera.
"I don't really know how has contacted me about a job.
of Miramax] asking him to
Howard's administration.
excited at the thought of seeing
to describe what it is like And believe me, I don't
please release the film."
Howard students also want one of the best bands in the
Despite the filmmaking being famous," he explains. mind."
the
Marching
100
at nation go against our world
"I mean ... most of the time no
Homecoming.
famous 'Showtime' Band at our
Up to 50 students thus far homecoming."
have signed petitions in
In the end, it is the sturegards to their presences.
dents who lose out over the
Nikita Walker, a junior inability of a settlement or an
sports broadcasting major is agreement between the two
ance and Rossum delivers. Vicky and Charlie's relationone student who wishes FAMU schools over this issue.
LACKS from B5
One scene in particular in ship progresses a little too
would come.
Currently, the Marching
She then walks the line which Vicky pulls up in front quickly.
"One of the main high- 100 still won't be in attendance
After repeatedly giving
between flirting with and of her house on her motorcylights of homecoming is to see at Howard's Homecoming fesharassing
the
cool cle clad in black biker gear the cold shoulder, Charlie
the rival band," she said. "I'm tivities.
Englishmen in an attempt to including a pair of oversized acquiesced rather passively
procure him as a blackjack goggles, captures the essence when he finds out she was
instructor. The two end up of this female dynamo per- Celia's daughter and the two
become unrealistically close.
striking a deal, the terms of fectly.
Though the two only
The film also became dry
which are that Charlie will
tutor the aspiring gambler in appear together in a relatively at times because of weak
exchange for her help in woo- few scenes, Lupe Ontiveros, humor in the dialogue. Milos
Anderson) quirky enough. penings of the plot is tempered
ing Celia. The deal works out who supplies the majority of and Isaac especially seem
Potelle and Rankin's direction is by the empty feeling after confor both in the end as Charlie the laughs, compliments sometimes unable to fully
sure-handed and effective, sumption.
convey the wit and intellifinally gains Celia's trust and Rossum nicely.
Beeney's dialogue is funny and
If the sugary aftertaste is all
Firm yet hilarious and gence written for them.
love, and Vicky cleans up at
delivered well, and director of one expects, then great. This is
lovable,
the
mother-inDespite these setbacks,
the local casino.
photography
Thomas the movie for you. However for
Brittany Murphy-esque law / grandmother will have "Passionada" is a safe choice
Ackerman's visuals convey an a starving man, and this critic is
Emmy Rossum pushes her theater patrons roaring with for families with teenage chilairy feel of the story.
indeed hungry for a good movie,
corky, hormone driven char- laughter. Her role as uncom- dren or couples looking for a
'Shaker Heights' brings to cotton candy is only tantalizing.
acter, Vicky Amonte, to the promisingly honest, sassy solid romantic comedy.
mind words like, confident,
However, something is
forefront throughout the film. advisor to both her daughter Director Dan Ireland's unique
measured, and steady. Yet, it is missing. If a scene was cut out
Vicky's ambitions of and granddaughter adds a choice of setting combined
more comparable to both a or not included period (111 have
becoming a master gambler charming warmtl1 to the film. with an obscure yet talented
snow globe and cotton candy.
to view all the Project
However, "Passionada's" cast gives the film a captivatand finding love for herself
•
The film's direction is more Greenlight episodes to find out),
1ng
aura.
plot
comes
off
as
somewhat
and her mother require an
along the lines of the happen- that might be the reason. I don't
energetic, versatile perform- underdeveloped. For one,
ings in a snow globe with its know. Perhaps the final cut lost
static figurines and its eventual something in the translation
and periodic turmoil.
from screenplay to silver screen.
Everyone knows what will
Not to say that there is anyhappen in the world of the snow thing wrong with snow globes
globe. The snow will eventually and cotton candy, but it's as if
settle and everything will be the directors simply put the
back as it was, which brings us snow globe down, let the
to the cotton candy reference. snowflakes fall where they may,
I
Any emotional payoff that and leave you hungry.
results due to the climatic hap-

Chris Moore: Greenlight Giver

FAMU's ''Marching 100'' a
Homecoming NO SHOW?
FAMU from B1
Howard Homecoming?" stated
FAMU sophomore band member James W. Rickenbacker.
Rickenbacker, along with other
members of the FAMU band
are writing letters and obtaining signatures from FAMU
band members in support of
the Howard Homecoming trip.
They plan to present them
to their school's administration
and mail their results to

'Passionada' Lacks Some

''Shaker Heights'', a Definite Battle
SHAKER from B5
deuced by its stable boy meets
unattainable girl and boy
attains her, while all the while
creatively defeating the undefeatable school bully. Old news?
Yes, but if done correctly, welcome entertainment.
The filmmakers involved
with the film did almost everything correctly. It's remarkably
cast. Amy Smart (Road Trip) as
the love interest, Tabby; Elden
Henson (Dumb and Dumberer)
as the best friend, Bart;
Kathleen Quinlan (American
Graffiti) and William Sadler
(The Shawshank Redemption)
as Kelly's parents; and finally
standout Shia LaBeouf as the
protagonist, Kelly are all exceptional.
. Eve~ the subplot of Kelly's
mterest m WWII is delightfully
Rushmorean
(see
Wes
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• Looking fo, something positive to do with your time?
• Do you want to give to the DC Community ?
• Do you need volunteer experience to add to your
resume for work or graduate school?

Choose the Student Banking Package
• Flexible Checking
• Online Banking

• ATMs on or near campus
• 24-hour access to cash

AND get your FREE Sports FANtasy Pass
with information on select ticket discounts and other cool stuff from the Orioles, Wizards and Capltals!

To sign up, visit our branch near campus at 210 Michigan
Avenue, NE or cal\ 301-987-BANK or 1-800-987-BANK (out ot area)
or visit us online at chevychasebank.coml student

For More Information Call

•

• FREE Chevy Chase Check Card
• Overdraft Protection'

CHEVY CHASE BANK
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Overdraft protection is subject to credrt approval. Must be 18 years or older to apply.
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California: The New Florida?

*

counties in California will
workers who were able to
make their vote for the
ease some of the confusion.
The American Civil
recall on new voting
The dismissal of the ACLU
Liberties Union (ACLU)
machines designed for min- appeal was a conscious
filed a law suit requesting
imal error. Unfortunately,
decision to proceed with an
that the gubernatorial recall the six other counties, all
election that is set up to be
election be delayed because with a high count of minor- biased and not representasix California counties - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t i v e of the whole
still had outdated
Our View:
minority voice.
punch card machines,
While California has
however, this lawsuit
Califo1•1tia's recall elec- vowed to update its
was recently rejected.
•
voting technology in
tion should be delayed all precincts by
The ACLU argued
that these outdated
until all can vote equally. March 2004, the
and confusing punch
recall election will be
card machines would
in October and the
hinder the voters from
fact that minority
counties still have
making an educated
---Tity_v_o_t-er_s_,-w'i~ll~n-o-t'h_a_v_e_th_a_t_o_u_t·d-ated machines still
and clear vote.
That argument makes sense luxury. The latter voters
stands.
to us. Anyone who remem- will be subjected to punch
We believe that all voters
bers the November 2000
card ballots that are not as
should be given the opporPresidential election involv- straight forward.
tunity to vote equally and
ing the same machines in
Also, Latino Americans
until this is insured, the
will be forced to make an
state of California is not
question that later resulted
even more uneducated vote holding up is duty to ensure
in a recount of votes in
Florida can see the possibil- because the state is pulling
democracy.
ity for disaster.
out a large number of
Currently, the more affluent Spanish speaking poll
7

ection

elll!

tie more than popularity to
offer as platforms.
Many may argue that this
is America and it is okay that
all these people are running.
After all, they must meet the
basic qualifications in order to
enter the race. We do not in

consider the job they plan to
There was a time when
take on before putting themelections were serious. It was a
selves in a position that they
big deal to run for political
may find themselves unable to
office and uphold the republihandle. Half of the candidates
can system of government by
have no political or legal experespectably representing the
rience prior to running for gov. people of one's constituency.
ernor of California.
Judging by the roster of
To top it all off, with
hopefuls in California's
all the famous and infagovernor race, this notion
Our View:
mous governor hopefuls,
is a thing of the past.
the media is giving more
It seems that the list
attention to the race than
of candidates has gone
The many unquali- ever before. We have to
from the sublime to the
question whether or not
ridiculous. From aging
fled candidates
we're watching election
ac~ors to washed-up Calil-'01•nia's gove1·nor coverage ~r the me_dia's
ch1ldhood stars to, yes,
~•
field day with entertainers
even adult film stars, race make a mockery turned politicians.
everyone feels they are
h l
l
It seems as if the race
qualified to lead a state O t e e ectora process, for California's next goverthat is above all else, in _________________ nor is a farce and an utter
desperate need of finanridicule of the gubernatocial rescue.
any way wish to strip rial process. Whoever ends up
California's $38 billion Americans of their rights as being elected, we can only
deficit is a hurdle that the gov- citizens to run for political hope that he takes seriously
ernor-elect will need to be ade- office. However, just because the massive job that lies ahead
quately prepared to solve. you can do something does not of him.
Right now, people are entering mean that you should do it.
the race left and right with lit- Individuals should carefully

in
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Commemorating A Dream
for a world where people are sary march.
It was the speech that judged "not by the color of
The August 23 march edumade history. It was the ora- their skin but by the content of cated many people, young and
tion that has been held as the their character," the momen- old, on the original purpose of
archetype for persuasive tous speech makes us wonder the March on Washington. Dr.
speech for generations and "What if?" Forty years after Dr. King led a march for jobs for
generations. It was the speech King delivered the speech on our people, along with overall
that millions of people across the steps of the Lincoln political empowerment. Forty
the country lent their __________________ years later, this commemoears to on that hot
rative event appropriately
August day in 1963.
Our View:
sought to inform people
This was the speech
about how to exercise their
that forced a segregatpolitical power, specifically
ed America to examThe 40th Anniversary in terms of ·•oting. The
ine its value system
event was complete with
fortyyearsago.
March commemorating workshops and informaLast Saturday, a
Dr. King's 'I Have A
tive speeches by some of
massive march was
black America's leading
held to commemorate
Dream' speech was a political figures. The comthe 40th anniversary
,/; •l
t th t memoration was also
of the March on
SUCCeSSJ u. even
a
effective in updating blacks
Washington.
The accomplished its goal. on issues important to us
event was a success in
today.
many ways.
It is good to know that
It is true that our
students
of
Howard
generation has not
University showed up to
had to experience the
commemorate this event,
degradation
and
to show that we will not let
humiliation of Jim Crow Laws. Memorial, we are reminded Dr. King's dream die. Perhaps
However, when we hear that the struggle is not over.
the fiftieth anniversary march
recordings of the powerful
Some people may have will be the celebration of a
voice of Dr. Martin Luther questioned the purpose or dream finally realized in totaliKing Jr. passionately calling importance of a 40th anniver- ty.
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Life-It's Easier
Said than Done
By Nakisha Williams
Asst. Editorials & Perspectives Editor
Like an anxious first grader, I am always ecstatic about the
first day of school.
There's something about the possibility of a new year that
makes me all nerdy and giddy inside!
I spent the summer completely missing Howard. Somehow
being home seemed dull in comparison to my memories of the
last school year. I had nostalgic conversations with my friends
about such and such party or event and couldn't wait to get back
and do it all again.
Then finally it was time--it was the night before classes!
Now, you would think that after spending some time at
Howard I would remember how the first day of classes really go
but, au contraire. Somewhere along the way, I had become disillusioned about life at school. I forgot that the first day of classes is not some fun day of frolicking around in my new outfit on
The Yard, it's a reality check.
The first day of classes is like opening the proverbial closet
door and having a bunch of junk fall out: It's completely overwhelming. All at once, we're thrown back into the grind of, well,
what we're here for (that would be classes for those of you who
are still confused). And as we stepped into our first class, partying and chilling seem but a distant memory.
My motivation to be in class started to fly out the window as
my professors regurgitated all of the information that was
already on the syllabus (Zzzzzzzz). And somewhere between all
of the intimidating "this class is so hard you might as well drop
it now" speeches, it hit me: It's not a game. It's time to get back
to business again.
The concept of college life is so much easier said than done.
It was much easier to romanticize my life as a college student
than it is to actively be one again. It was easier to think that I
was coming back to a bangin social life than it was to realize that
I have a ton of work ahead of me.
At the end of the day, I went back to my room feeling completely different from when I left. "Smile," one of my friends had
to remind me as I walked back to the shuttle wondering when
the next vacation from classes was. Smile? "Maybe next week,"
I thought as the "Welcome to Howard" sign seemingly mocked
me. Yeah, welcome back to the grind!
It saddens me to say that what I remembered about college
was all-wrong! It's not about parties, dressing cute, and the like.
Because at the end of the day, stilettos on a hilly campus
really hurt and contrary to all of the party promoters' beliefs,
classes are what we're really here for.
· Forget stilettos. Let's convert to flip-flops! "Just do it" and
e-mail Nakisha at n_j_ williams@howard.edu
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By Corey Cunningham
Tuesday Managing Editor
While others will be living
the high life of their senior
year off-campus with friends,
I will be living between a rock
and a Powerpuff Girl. Not that
the Powerpuff Girl is the problem, but this is not the way I
planned for my off-campus
experience to be. Like the typ-

ical Howard student, I envi- can eat lunch with if none of
sioned life off-campus to be a your friends are around.
time of freedom and good Friends are people that you
times. A place where you and can count on when you are in a
your friends can go to chill jam, and Others are people
without the worry of the 2 a.m. that you don't know where
curfew or the no drinking they fit, but they are in there
rules.
somewhere.
Ho,vever, I soon came to
You don't want to go into
realize that this fantasy world a situation not knowing where
could only be achieved if you someone stands with you.
lived with certain types of people.
Rule number two: If
For my situation, it is a large amounts of people give
little too late, but for those you that "are you serious face"
seeking to make that move to when you announce your livyour own place, let me give ing mate, don't go ahead with
you some advice.
the plans. People outside of
your situation have a way of
Rule number one: foreseeing problems. Listen
When selecting persons with to your friends and their sigwhom to go into this joint ven- nificant others. If they say the
ture, make sure you know person is probably the third
what category they fit into.
craziest person they know,
When I say category I believe them.
mean
the
Auxiliary,
Associates, Friends, and
Rule number three: Do
Others. For those who don't your research. If you find that
know, Auxiliaries are people the person(s) have a history of
you know on a hello basis. being let down by their
Associates are those who you friends, odds are they are not

suitable for your living situation. Also if you notice that
their friends are frequently
not their friends, don't move
•
In.

Rule number four:
Always have a backup plan.
You never know if a prospective living mate will drop out
on the day you are supposed to
sign the lease. This could devastate those who are not prepared or the weak of heart.
Don't let this happen to you.
They say hindsight is
20/20. This is a lesson that I
have had to learn the hard
way. Let my mistakes be your
guide to a better living situation.
Remember, know who you
are dealing with, listen to others, do your research, and
always have a backup plan.
•

Need to get something off of your chest? Students e-mail
all Perspectives to www.thehilltoponline.com
..
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All HILLTOPICS
are due, paid in full, the
Tuesday and Friday
before
publication date.
Announcements by
campus organizations for
meetings, seminars or
nonprofit are charged $5
for the first 20 words and
$1 for every additional
five words. Individuals
advertising for the purpose of announcing a
service, buying or selling
are charged as local companies with a rate of $10
for first 20 words and $2
for every 5 words
thereafter. Personal ads
are $2 for the first 10
words and $1 for every
additional 5 words.

To My WritersThank you very, very
much. Great job and I'm
looking forward to more
wonderful stories!
-SOH (Shani)

I

•
•

•

•
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Opportunities
Two for One Specials offered by
licensed cosmetologist,
Wet Sets, Shampoo Blow dry
Curl
Facials, Foot Spas, Manicures,
pedicures and massages.
Appts. at home based beauty
salon.
Call 202-412-3818

For Sale
FUNITURE! ! !
RETAIL SALE OF USED
HOTEL FUNITTURE.
BEDS,SOFAS,DESKS,DRESSER
S,TABLES AND CHAIRS,
PICTURES AND MIRRORS
ALL AT UNBELIEVABLY LOW
PRICS!!!
VISIT OUR
SHOWROOM AT 59040RIGGS
RD HYATTSVILLE, MD 20783
OR CALL (301) 853-8001

Personals
To Maureen TaylorWe seemed to meet
unexpectedly, how I
bumped into my twin my
first year of college. It's
interesting how much
you look like me and talk
and act like me too. You
joined The Hilltop to be
like me, but now I realize
most of all that I wanna
be like you too.
-From your twin, love
you forever, Jodi

Ever wanna argue a real
case in front of a real
judge? Come try out for
the Mock Trial Team
September 12th in room
149 in Blackburn ....
But there will be an open
debate for interested students to see what the
Mock Trial team is all
about on September 10th,
in Blackburn, Rm. 149
"Remember the Bison"

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Perms
Touch-Ups
Coloring
Precision Hair Cuts
HU Student Receive 10°/oOiscount
Appointments
Walk-Ins Welcome

Joseph's
Beauty& Natural Hair Salon
Across fro111 Howard University
2624 Georgia Avenue N. W.
Washington, DC 2001 1
202 319-7086

For Rent
ROOMS For Rent
350 per month (includes utilities )
On quiet Adams Street two blocks
from campus.
Your housemates are Hoard students.
Call (202) 635-2608
& Leave message

Cornrows
Senegalese Twist
Loe 1r1aintenance
Flat Twist
Extension Cornrows
Two-Strand Twist
Two-Stran Cornrows

The 2003-2004 Hilltop Editorial Staff

Happy Birthday to the
following: Chantal
Nchako, Alex Harvey,
and Me (My-My).
P.S. Scum Scum, you
don't have the dog
ring anymore!
--Maya, holdin it down
6th floor eridian
To Wesley McKutchinMy life would not have
been the same without
you. Thank you for being
there for me this year and
I will never forget it.
-From your ball of fire
ey eye c ndy:
no
e'r going
ake beSt couple th is
year, but we've gotta step
up our appearances on
the Yard.
thanks for being there on
y very hectic first week.

(Top row, from left: Ruth Tisdale (Campus Tuesday), Maryann James (Copy Chief), Shani
Hilton (Nation&World Friday), Leslie Flanagan (Asst. Sports Editor), Naessa Azziz (Staff
Writer) Jodi Hurt (Online Editor)
'
.
.
Next row, from left: Stephanie Crouch (Campus Friday), Soraya McDonald (Sports
ITuesday), Jennifer Williams (Asst. Life&Style), Leesa Davis (Mind,Body&Soul Editor),
Cassaundra Cumbass (Editorials&Perspectives Editor), Danielle Scruggs (Asst. Campus
Editor)
INext row, from left: Ashley Kelly (Business&Technology Editor), Charreah Jackson (Staff
love
Writer), Arion Jamerson (Paginator), Melanie Holmes (Copy Editor), Miriam Ahmed
~~='======== =-=-i (Nation&World Tuesday)
o all the people out here Next row, from left: Jozen Cummings (Life&Styie Editor), Cory Thomas (Illustrator)
who are doing somethin' Bottom row, from left: Bernard "Poet" Murray (Sports Friday), Josef Sawyer (Editor-lnoul and th inkin' you're
Chief), Aisha Chaney (Friday Managing Editor), Nakisha Williams (Asst. Nation&World
ettlng away with it...
eep this in mind: What's , Editor)
one In the dark, ALWAYS I
omes out in the light.
Not pictured: Corey Cunningham (Tuesday Managing
GOD sees what you're
Editor), Sean Parker (Asst. Nation&World Editor), Maya
ng and ultimately,
Gilliam (Photo Editor)
hat's all that matters. So
you may wanna reevaluate some things In your
life, cuz you're not foolin'
anybody!
Photo by Maya Gilliam
Photo Editor>>>>
Aisha Chaney, Ruth
Tisdale, Ashley Kelly you
all held it down for me this
week. We got a loooong
way to go STAFF. -- Josef
1

The Bisexual, Lesbian,
and Gay Organization
of Students at Howard
(BL OSA ) invites
you to its first meeting
on Friday, September
5th @ 7:30 pm in the
Blackburn Center
Forum

BlO
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